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it •ana rather :i strange irony that a city do noted for
its wiokedness as Chicago should have within its immediate
vicinity more theological seminaries than any other city
In this country, if not In tha world. Sevan wall-Known denomi-
nations arc represented, and tha city therefore affords Unusual




Baptist. Divinity school of the University of Chicago.
Library in Haskell Museum in the University grounds
cn the Midway P1 at san ce
.
Congregational • Chicago Theological Seminary. Library-
Hammond libraryi Corner warren Avenue and Ashland
Boulevard
.
Episcopal • Western Theological, seminary. Library in
main seminary building, 1115 Washington Boulevard.
Evangelical Lutheran, Theological Seminary of the Evang-
elical Lutheran church. Library in Seminary building,
1311 Sheffield Avenue.
German Lutheran. 455 North Ashland Avenue.
Methodist. Garrett Biblical Institute, Department of
Theology of Northwestern University . Library in
Institute building on University grounds, Evanston.
Presbyterian. McComlck Thee Logical Seminary, Library,
Virginia library, 5J36 Belden Avenue.
These libraries have all been visited and with the courte-
ous assistance of the librarians the facts for the following

descriptions have been procured.
The different departments of the worK have oeen taken up


























The collection of the American Bible tinion war; given in
laac by Dr.T.M.colweil of Lowell, Massachusetts and included
about five thousand volumes collected by Dr.T. J.Conant
while he was translating the Bible. It is considered the best
translation collection in existence, and is frequently spoken
Of an the Colwell library of the American Bible Union.











Haskell ( General . )
As the funds ar appropriated by the trustees each year,
no definite sun oan be named as the annual income.
RATE OP INCREASE. With these Wilted funds about five hundred to
seven hundred new be fcs are bought each year.
SIZE. There are eight thousand five hundred volumes now in the
library. This f&gure should be explained, as many more books
'ban this were brought in from Morgan Park. Books naturally
belonging to others of the departmental libraries of the
University were tak -a from this collection and only the theo-
logical books and such as distinctly belong to a divinity
library were retained in this department*
orhmJR. The heads of the departments in the divinity school
send in recomnend' tions for books, and these are ordered

by the librarian or the university after referring tc the n -
ocrd of avail able funds.
ie need
.
ACCESSION. The fUL.A. standard accession Books are all access-
ioned at the general library.
CLASSIFICATION. The classification is according to the Dewey
system somewhat modified,
CATALOG. There is an (ijither card catalog in which the im rint
is not very full.
There are also two very interesting special oatalogs.
One is Professor Hengst enberg *s catalog of his library in
his own handwriting. It consist?? of two separate lists, an
alphabetical author catalog and a subject inde^in blank books.
The annotations are very full.
The ether special catalog is one of the American Bible
Union library made by Mrs. 2!ella Allen Dixon, while she was the
librarian, of the .Baptist Union Theological Her.inar -"- out at
( nurber
Morgan Park. It is a classed catalog and arranged by accession
under the several classes. There are very full desori; Live
notes. This is a printed pamphlet and nay be seen at the gen-
eral library.
SHEW LIST. There is no shelf .list.
CHAHGIHG SYSTEM. The library is intended merely as a reference
library. However $ permits for specified time are issued by
the professors. ( BiBple .1, p&ge.llL) These are file" al-
phabetically by authors as charges at the a tendant *s desk .
Berks taken cut over night ere charged in a blank-book
and r.ust be returned by half past nine, the next morning.
There is -a fine of fifteen cents for all books kept
©Ht over tine.

IKVEKTOKY, Tht-; inventory is taken by taking the accession
numbers from the books on the shelves and then checking thei
in books prepared for the purpose in the general libr ry.
These books have the nr cession numbers written down in eol-
un&s with squares after then so that the records for several
years may he kept in one bock. Any numbers not checked in
these books are then looked Up in the accession books and
all available records.
RULES. ( Taken from the report of the librarian in the re-
port of the Presidents of the University ..July 1807—98 p.166-7)
The departmental libraries shall be regarded as reference
libraries, and books nay be drawn from them only under special
conditions.
There shall be the same general plan for the administration
of all departmental libraries and for the use of books in
these libraries.
Departmental libraries shall be closed at 6 P g r. and
shall not be open during the evening, except to those to whom
special permission has been granted by the departmental ad-
viser.
Boohs may be drawn fron a departmental library with the
approval of the head or acting head, of the department,
provided the request for withdrawal be presented to the at-
tendant in charge Murine the hours specified hy that depart-
ment, and provided the books be returned promptly the follow-
not
inn morning before 9:50 A.M. Books nay be withdrawn or
returned at hours other than those specified. A fine of fifteen




These regulations shall govern officer* of instruction
in the university as Mil as students,
COLLECTIONS. The Hangstenberg collection while It is a gen-
eral library, is especially strong in theology. It contains
the best collection of works on the Anabaptists In e istence
and scholars cone from abroad to study this.
The American »3ible Union colle -tion consists of nearly
five thousand volumes gathered by Dr«C©nant almost without
thought of cost, to trace the progress of Biblical erudition,
Protestant, Reman Catholic and Jewish. Many of the books are
frcn the Vanlfoorst library in Amsterdam, a library represent-
ing the best accumulation of two centuries.
^ach be ok is very rare and valuable and scholars some-
times come here to find books and helps ror which they have
searched in- vain in the British Museum,
Some of the bocks are still left by courtesy with Dr,
Conant^s family but they belr ng to the University and will
cone to it in tine.
The outline of the clasps, showing the marvelous scope




Rare clfl printed editions of the Old Testament in Hebrew
Rare old printed editions of the lew Testament in Greek


















^lurr.e^e (Ju^.scn's Bible ) r,vv\ aa
( with his auto )




































Kexneneutioa and subsidiary sciences





















Talcing up a .feu of the nost rare bibles with notes from
Wrs.Bixson *s catalog and. froa an article froic her in the Chi
ca^o Standard* the^e a~"e:
—
HEBREW B1BLBS,
Biblia Hebraica Bcnbergiana secundc lapreesa benetits
1-5£1 by the forencst Hebrew printer of the 16th century

in its original binding and beautiful type.
Hebraioa Biblia Latina planeajue n^v < Rebast Munstarl trela-
tione. Edltlc secunda Blsillae I54n. Mu&ster: was assist-
ed by a learned J«s in editing this Blbla which was con-
pared with nil other Hebrew texts id.thin reach.
Biblia Habralca, curis Josephi A.thiae et alior euriosior,
Judeflrua, Amsterdam 1867, dome says of this 'ore);,
1 It la a Taut edition of e neat beautifully executed
Bible, the first Hebrew Bible in will ft tha Verses are
designated by mashers, Athias, tha publisher and printed
was presented with a gold chain and medal by the States-
General of Holland as a reward for this won ."
OREEK BIBLES
.
Novum D.H.Jeeu Chris ti Testament a Theodora Be?a venain-
1560. Pour Be&a editions of the Hew Testament , tnuch
consulted by the editors of the King Jar.es version, In
difficult passages.
Johannes Lraoonites Proverbla Galononis 166*4, tahen fron the
Biblia Pe ;tap.la. This fives the Hebrew text with Chald<
ChreeK, Latin and German translations arranged in verti-
cal oclunns parallel with the Hebrew,
LATIN BIBLES.
PrObeiiS Bible 1 4 9 1
.






aliany Latin Bibles in fine royal bindings with Wonderful
tooling, profusely illustrated,
MSHMAN BIBLES.
Lie Jiibei in Deutn^hen .'ugsburg 1473. Known in biblio-
graphy an the fifth German Bible translated from the
Latin rulgate over fifty yearn before Luther 'a Bible*
It in printed partly in biook and partly in movable type.
The Initials are wood-outs and there are many quaint
illustrations , It in very oarefttlly collated, in one
place a line in added, in ln&, and in another a Slip in
inserted bearing the correction. The binding in very
beautiful and there are slgas of clasps and a book





La Jfouveau TeetaBent 1545.
ITALIAN
La libbia 18 07
Diedatie Italian version, original edition.
EIJOLI SH BIBLES.
Marty early versions ih the bent and rarer t editions.
7ycliffen Bible-- Old and New Testament and Apochryphal
booXn. first printed in Oxford .18 50 from the surviving
manuscript which was translated by wycliffe from the
Latin v ulgate.
Tyndallin News Testament LifidOt 18S6«

10





Matthews ' Bible 1549
Third English Bible and the foundation of the King
Janes ve sion
.
Taverns* a Bible 1539
Oram e^ 3ibie 1.549
&
Pirst edit.ion






A very rare and costly edition
Bishop "s Bibles
Two ve y imperfec t oopies.
Genevan -lew Testar.ent 1557
Fae simile reprint,
Rhemish and Douay Bible lS9i
JlDi.y '-"lible
Pine editions Of 1*11,1613,1615,1834, 1793,A 1841.
All the rare becks of the Haskell library and in fact
of the whole University library a^e ka. t In a locked roorr.
in the baeetftent of Haskell Museum, as that is the uom\ oor.plete-
ly fire-proof building on the campus.

II
The library is fortunate in being placed in the 'Haskell
Museum as that embraces a remarkably fine collection of
Igyptology and lasyriolcgy which is of great value tc the n ind-
ent s in Old Testament su;dy.
PERIODIC ALT,.
The library t;;kes about one hundred end. fifty period*
icals . The reason for this large nur.ber is that they have
the exchange f^om the biblical World, Anerican Journal of
Theology and American Journal of Semitic languages. About
one hundred and twenty-five of the period cals cone as ex-
changes and twenty-fire are purchased , The hiterary Digest
and Review of Review!"- a^e taken as general magazines and the
rest are either Theological or belong to sore department of
the divinity school. ~n page$4 Na list of periodicals re-
ceived at the university with those for Haskell marked,
fTAPF
.
General regulations for departmental libraries
.
( from the
report of the librarian ,in the President's re. ort July 1897
—
1898 page leg— i ; . )
Oae person from the teachl g force of eaoh department
shall be selected by the head or acting head of that department
and by the presldntt, who shall serve as departmental advisor
in all matters pertaining to the management of the library
in that department.
^ach departmental library shall have two attendants
'./ho shall be selected from the graduate scholars and fallows
of the department, each of v;hor shall serve the library two
hours a day in arranging and cataloging old and new b< ohs

12
awl .in doing other necessary work, under the direction of the
librarian of the unlraralty«
An inspector s&all be ohosen from the library staff,
whose duty it snail be to inspect each departmental library,
nnd make regular svrlttan reports upon the needs of departmental
libraries
.
A superintendent of departmental libraries shall be
appointed she shall have general overeight of the adninistra-
Oif
tion of departmental librariea and shall recommend to t}ie boa:
libraries, laboratories and museums measures whereby these li-
braries may be made mors serneaebl»«
University Librarian
Mrs . Zella A Lien Dixson
.
Superintendent of departmental librari >s
Wllliaai Isaac Thomas.




Library Attendant, Divinity Libraries.
Please allow the bearer, Mr
to draw the book named on the other side of this card, for a period of
three days, and hold me responsible for its return.
(Signed)
This card must be signed by a Professor in the depattment to which the book belongs.
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XTbc Ulntversitg of Cbtcago
FOUNDED l)Y JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER
LIST OF PERIODICALS
RECEIVED BY
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO LIBRARY
1900

LIST OF PERIODICALS RECEIVED
The current periodicals received by the University are indicated in the following list :
The times of issue of periodicals are indicated as follows: d., daily; w., weekly; sem-w., semi-weekly ; sem-m., semi-monthly; m., monthly;
bi-m., bi-monthly; q., quarterly ; sem-a., semi-annually ; y., yearly.
The abbreviations for the journals used in exchange are: A. J. T., American journal of theology; B. W., Biblical world; S. R., School
review; A. J. S., American journal of sociology; B. G., Botanical gazette ; J. G., Journal of geology ; A. J., Astrophysical journal ; J. P. E., Journal
of political economy; A. J. S. L. & L., American journal of Semitic languages and literatures; U. R., University record ; Univ. Pub., University
publications. The periodicals secured by purchase are marked " pur."
The abbreviations at the end of the line are for the libraries in which the publications can be found.
Society publications are entered under the name of the society.
Acaddmie des inscriptions et belles-lettres, Paris.
See Institut de France.
Acaddmie des sciences, Paris. See Institut de France.
Academie internationale de geographie botanique, Le
Mans. Bulletin, m. B. G. Biol.
Academy. Lond. w. pur. Gen. Lib., Eng.
Academy of natural sciences of Philadelphia. Pro-
ceedings. 3 nos. B. G. Biol.
Acta mathematica. Stockholm, pur. Math.
Advance. Chic. w. B. W. Haskell
Bost. .
Haskell
Cape of Good Hope, ser




Alemannia; Zeitschrift fur Sprache, Kunst u. Alter-
tum, etc. Bonn. pur. Ger.
Allgemeine botanische Zeitschrift. Karlsruhe, m.
B. G. Biol.
Allgemeine deutsche Lehrerzeitung. Lpz. w. S. R. Ped.
Allgemeiner deutscher Sprachverein, Brns. Zeit-
schrift. m. pur. Ger.
Allgemeiner evangelisch-protestantischer Missions-
verein, J^er. Zeitschrift fur Missionskunde u.
Religionswissenschaft. m. B. W. Haskell
Allgemeines statistisches Archiv. Vienna, sem-a.
J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
American academy of political and social science,
Phil. Annals, bi-m. J. P. E.
A. J. S.
American annals of the deaf. Wash, bi-m
American anthropologist. N. Y. q. pur.
American antiquarian and oriental journal
bi-m. B. W.
free.
American bank reporter. N. Y. q. J. P. E
American banker. N. Y. w. J. P. E.
American catholic quarterly review. Phil.
American chemical journal.
Bait.of Johns Hopkins university
pur.
A. J.
American chemical society, Easton, Pa
m. pur.





















American economic association, N. Y.
studies, bi-m. J. P. E.
A. J. S.
American engineer and railroad journal.
J. P. E.
American Fabian. N. Y. m. A. J. S.
American federationist. N. Y. m. free.











American geologist. Minneapolis, m. J. G. Geol.
American Hebrew. N. Y. w. free. Haskell
American historical review. N. Y. q. A. J. S. Hist.
J. P. E. Gen. Lib v
American journal of archaeology. (Archaeological
institute of America.) Norwood, Mass. q. free.
Class.
American journal of education. St. Louis, m.
S. R. Ped.
American journal of mathematics. (Pub. under aus-
pices of Johns Hopkins university.) Bait. q.
pur. Math., Y's Obs.
American journal of philology. (Pub. under aus-
pices of Johns Hopkins university.) Bait. q.
B. W. Comp. Philol.
A. J. T. Haskell
American journal of physiology. Bost. pur. Biol.
American journal of psychology. Worcester, q.
pur. Philos.
American journal of science. (Silliman's.) New
Haven, m. J. G. Geol.
A. J. Y's Obs.
B. G. - Biol.
pur. Physics
American j ournal of Semitic languages and literatures.
(University of Chicago.) Chic. q. free. ( Haskell
( Gen. Lib.
American journal of sociology,
cago.) Chic. bi-m. free.
American journal of theology,

















American lawn tennis. Camb., Mass. m. pur.
Phys. Cult.
American lumberman. Chic. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
American mathematical monthly. Monterey, Va.
pur. Math.
American mathematical society, N. Y. Bulletin, m.
pur. Math.
American monthly microscopical journal. Wash.
B. G.






American oriental society, New Haven. Journal. 2
nos. pur. Haskell, Comp. Philol.
American statistical association, Bost. Quarterly
publications. A. J. S. Sociol.
Americana germanica. N. Y. q. Univ. Pub. Ger.
Anatomische Hefte. Wiesbaden, pur.
.
Biol.
Anatomischer Anzeiger. Jena, sem-m. pur. Biol.
Anglia ; Zeitschrift fiir englische Philologie. Halle.
q. pur. Eng.
Beiblatt. Mitteilungen aus dem gesamten
Gebiete der englischen Sprache u. Litteratur. m.
% pur. t
Eng.
Annalen der Chemie. (Liebig's.) Lpz. m. pur. Chem.
Annalen der Physik u. Chemie. (Poggendorff, Wiede-
mann.) Lpz. m. pur. Y's Obs., Physics
Beiblatter. m. pur. Physics
Annalen desdeutschen Reichs fiir Gesetzgebung, Ver-
waltung u. Statistik. Mun. m. pur. Pol. Econ.




ou, Recueil de me"moires sur
l'exploitation des mines, etc. Paris, m. J. G. Geol.
Annales des sciences naturelles. Botanique. Paris.
bi-m. pur. Biol.
Zoologie. bi-m. pur. Biol.
Annales du Jardin botanique de Buitenzorg. See
Buitenzorg, Java. Jardin botanique.
Annales du midi. Toulouse, q. Univ. Pub. Gen. Lib.
Annales politiques et littdraires. Paris, w. pur. Rom.
Annali di matematica pura ed applicata. Rome.
q. pur. Math.
Annals and magazine of natural history. Lond. m.
pur. Biol.
Annals of botany. Lond. q. pur. Biol.
Annals of mathematics. (University of Virginia.)
Charlottesville. 6 nos. pur. Math.
Annals of Scottish natural history. Edin. q. B. G. Biol.
Annde philosophique. Paris, y. pur. Philos.
Anthropological institute of Great Britain and Ire-
land, Lond. Journal, q. pur. Anthrop.
Anthropologic Paris, bi-m. J. G. Geol.
pur. Anthrop.
Anthropologische Gesellschaft in Wien, Vienna. Mit-
theilungen. 6 nos. pur. Sociol.
Antiquary. Lond. m. pur. Hist.
Appleton's Popular science monthly. N. Y. J. P. E.
Pol. Econ.
A. J. S. Sociol.
J. G. Geol.
Archiv der Mathematik u. Physik. Lpz. 4 nos. pur. Math.
Archiv fiir Anatomie u. Entwickelungsgeschichte. See
Archiv fiir Anatomie u. Physiologie.
Archiv fiir Anatomie u. Physiologie, Lpz. Anato-
mische Abtheilung. bi-m. pur. Biol.
Physiologische Abtheilung. bi-m. pur. Biol.
Archiv fiir Anthropologie. See Deutsche Gesellschaft
fiir Anthropologie, Ethnologie u. Urgeschichte.
Archiv fiir das Studium der neueren Sprachen u. Litera-
turen. Brns. 8 nos. pur. Ger.
Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie des Menschen
u. der Thiere. Bonn, sem-m. pur. Biol.
Archiv fiir Eisenbahnwesen. Ber. Bi-m. J. P. E.
Pol. Econ.
Archiv. fiir Entwickelungsmechanik der Organismen.
Lpz. pur. Biol.
Archiv fiir experimentale Pathologie u. Pharmakolo-
gie. Lpz. pur. Biol.
Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophic Ber. 4 nos.
pur. Philos.
Archiv fiir Hygiene. Mun. pur. Biol.
Archiv fiir Knminalanthropologie u. Kriminalstatis-
tik. Lpz. pur. Social.
Archiv fiir lateinische Lexikographie u. Grammatik.
Lpz. q. pur. Class.
Archiv fiir mikroskopische Anatomie u. Entwick-
lungsgeschichte. Bonn. 8 nos. pur. Biol.
Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte. Ber 6 nos. pur. Biol.
Archiv fiir offentliches Recht. Freiburg. 4 nos. J.
P. E. Pol. Econ.
Archiv fiir pathologische Anatomy u. Physiologie u.
fiir klinische Medicin. Ber. m. pur. Biol.
Archiv fiir Psychiatrie u. Nervenkrankheiten. Ber.
pur. Biol.
Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft. Freiburg, pur. Haskell
Archiv fiir slavische Philologie. Ber. q. pur. Comp. Philol.
Archiv fiir soziale Gesetzgebung u. Statistik. Ber. J.
P. E. Pol. Econ.
Archiv fiir systematische Philosophie. Ber. q. pur. Philos.
Archives d'anthropologie criminelle, de criminologie
et de psychologie normale et pathologique. Lyons
bi-m. pur. Anthrop.
Archives de biologie. Ghent. 4 nos. pur. Biol.
Archives de neurologie. Paris, m. pur. Biol.
Archives de zoologie experimentale et gdnerale. Paris.
q. pur. Biol.
Archives italiennes de biologie. Turin, pur. Biol.
Archives of neurology and psycho-pathology. Utica,
N. Y. pur. Biol.
Archivio per Pantropologia e la etnologia. See
Societa italiana di antropologia, etnologia e psico-
logia comparata.
Archivio storico italiano. See Regia deputazione
Toscana di storia patria.
Arena. N. Y. m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
A. J. S. Gen. Lib.
Arkiv for nordisk filologi. Lund. 4 nos. pur. Ger.
Art education. N. Y. 10 nos. S. R. Ped.
Asa Gray bulletin. Takoma Park, D. C. bi-m. 13. G. Biol.
Assembly herald. N. Y. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Association catholique ; revue des questions sociales.
Paris, m. |>ur. Sociol. Div.
Association pour l'encouragement des dtudes grecques,
Paris. Revue des dtudes grecques. q. pur. Class
Astronomical journal. Post, sem-m. pur. Astron.
Astronomische Gesellschaft, Lpz. Astronomische
Nachrichten. Kiel. w. pur. Astron.
Vierteljahrsschrift. pur. Astron.
Astronomische Nachrichten. See Astronomische
Gesellschaft.
Astrophysical journal. (University of Chicago.) Chic.
10 nos. free. Astron., Y's Obs., Gen. Lib.
Athenceum. Lond. w. pur. Eng., Gen. Lib.
Atlantic monthly. Bost. m. A. J. S.
Australian mining standard. Melbourne, w.
. Babylonian and oriental record. Lond. m.
S. L. & L.
Baker's journal. Brooklyn, sem-m. free.













Banking law journal. N. Y. m. J. P. E.
Baptist home mission monthly. N. Y. free.
Baptist missionary magazine. Bost. m. free.
.Baptist outlook. Indianapolis, w. B. W.
Baptist union. Chic. w. free.
Beilage zur allgemeinen Zeitung. Mun. w. pur,
.Beitrage zur Assyriologie u. semitischen Sprachwis
senschaft. Lpz. pur.
Beitrage zur Geschichte. der deutschen Sprache
Literatur. Halle a. S. 3 nos. pur.
Beitrage zur Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen.
Got. q. pur. Comp. Philol.
Beitrage zur pathologischen Anatomie u. zur allge-
meinen Pathologie. Jena. bi-m. pur. Biol.
Berliner astronomisches Jahrbuch. y. pur. Astron.
Berliner Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologic, Ethnologie




Berliner philologische Wochenschrift. pur.
Beweis des Glaubens. Gutersloh. m. A. J. T.
(Amer. Bible society.) N^Bible society record,
m. free.
.Bible student and religious outlook.
S. C. m. B. W.
.Biblia. Meriden, Conn. m. B. W.











See Journal gdndral de Pim-
free.
Bibliographie de la France
primerie.
Bibliographischer Monatsbericht iiber neu erschienene
Schul-u. Universitatsschriften. Lpz. m. pur
.
Bibliotheca mathematica, Stockholm, q. pur. Math.
Bibliotheca philologica classica. Lpz. pur. Class.
Bibliotheca
,
sacra. Oberlin, O. q. A. J. T. Haskell
A. J. S. Sociol.
Bibliotheque de l'Ecole des chartes, Paris. See Ecole
des chartes.
Biological bulletin. Bost. 6 nos. pur.
Biologisches Centralblatt. Lpz. sem.-m. pur.
Blackwood's Edinburgh magazine. Lond. and N. Y.
m. pur.
Blatter fiir das Gymnasial-u. Realschulwesen
bi-m. pur.









Blatter fiir pommersche Volkskunde. Stettin, m.
pur. Anthrop.
Boletin de la Institucion libre de ensenanza. Madrid.
m.' S. R. Ped.
Bollettino ufHciale del ministero dell' instruzione
pubblica. Rome. w. S. R. Ped.
Book news. Phil. m. pur. Gen. Lib.
Bookman. N. Y. m. pur. Gen. Lib., Eng.
Boston journal of commerce, w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Boston society of natural history. Proceedings.
B. G. Biol.
Botanical gazette. (University of Chicago.) Chic.
m. free. Gen. Lib., Biol.
Botanical magazine. Tokio. m. B. G. Biol.
Botanische Jahrbiicher fiir Systematik, Pflanzenge-
schichte u. Pflanzengeographie. Lpz. pur. Biol.
Botanische Zeitung. Lpz. I Abtheilung. m. 2
Abtheilung. sem-m. B. G. Biol.
Botanisches Centralblatt. Cassel. w. pur. Biol.
Beihefte. pur. Biol.
Botanisk Tidsskrift. See Botaniske Forening, Co-
penhagen.
Botaniska notiser. Lund. 6 nos. B. G. Biol.
Botaniske Forening, Copenhagen. Botanisk Tids-
skrift. B. G. Biol.
Botaniste. Paris, q. B. G. Biol.
Bradstreet's ; a journal of trade, etc. N. Y. w. J.
P. E. Pol. Econ.
Brain. Lond. q. pur. Biol.
British astronomical association, Lond. Journal.
m. pur. Y's Obs.
Brotherhood of boiler-makers and iron ship builders,
Kansas City. Journal, m. free. Pol. Econ.




Bulletin astronomique. Paris, m. pur,
Bulletin critfque. Paris. 3 nos. a mo.
Bulletin de correspondance hellenique.
francaise d'Athenes.








Eng. Bulletin de l'Herbier Boissier. See Herbier Boissier.
Bulletin de literature eccle"siastique. Paris, m.
A. J. '1\ Haskell
Bulletin de l'ofifice du travail. Paris, m. J. P. E.
Pol. Econ.
A. J. S. Sociol.
Bulletin de statistique, et de legislation compared.
Paris, m. free. Pol. Econ.
Bulletin des sciences mathematiques. See Ecole
pratique des hautes e"tudes. Bibliotheque.
Bulletin municipal ofnciel de la ville de Paris, d.
free. Sociol.
Bulletin russe de statistique financiere et de legisla-
tion. St. Petersburg, m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Bulletin scientifique de la France et de la Belgique.
Paris, y. pur. Biol.
Bullettino del laboratorio ed orto botanico. Siena.
B. G. Biol.
Butlleti del centre excursionista de Catalunya. Bar-
celona, m. pur. . Anthrop.
Calabria ; rivista di letteratura popolare. Monte-
leone. bi-m. pur. Anthrop.
California academy of sciences, San Fran. Proceed-
ings. B. G. Biol.
J. G. Geol.
Occasional papers. J. G. Geol.
Canada educational monthly. Toronto. S. R. Ped.
Canadian bankers' association, Toronto. Journal, q.
J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Canadian Baptist. Toronto, w. B. W. Haskell
Carpenter. Phil. m. free. Pol. Econ.
Case and comment. Rochester, N. Y. m. pur. Pol. Sci.
Cassier's magazine. N. Y. m. pur. Pol. Econ.
Cellule, La. Louvain. 2 nos. pur. Biol.
Central Baptist. St. Louis, w. B. W. Haskell
Central Presbyterian. Richmond, Va. w. B. W. Haskell
Centralblatt fur allgemeine Gesundheitspflege. Bonn.
m. pur. Biol.
Centralblatt fur allgemeine Pathologie u. patholo-
gische Anatomic Jena, sem-m. pur.
Centralblatt fur Bakteriologie, Parasitenkunde u. In-
fektionskrankheiten. Jena. I. Abtheilung. w.
2. Abtheilung. sem-w. Biol.
Centralblatt fur Bibliothekswesen. Lpz. m. pur.
Gen. Lib.
Centralblatt fur Chirurgie. Ber. w. pur. Biol.
Centralblatt fiir Nervenheilkunde u. Psychiatric Cob-
lenz. m. pur. Biol.
Centralblatt fiir Physiologic Vienna, sem-m. pur. Biol.
Central-Zeitung fiir Optik u. Mechanik. Ber. sem-m.
pur. Y's Obs.
Century illustrated monthly magazine. N. Y. pur.
Gen. Lib.
Cesky lid. Prague. 6 nos. pur. Anthrop.
Charities review. (Pub. by the Charity organization
society of the city of N. Y.) N. Y. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Charity organization review. (Charity organization
society.) Lond. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Chautauquan. Meadville, Pa. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Chemical news and journal of physical science.
Lond. w. pur.
Chemiker-Zeitung. Cothen. sem-w. pur.
Chemisches Centralblatt. Lpz. w. pur.
Chicago commons. A. J. S.
free.
Chicago teacher, m. S. R.
Child study monthly. Chic. 10 nos. S. R.
China review. Honkong. 6 nos. pur.
Christian advocate. N. Y. w. B. W.
Christian endeavor world. Bost. w. B. W.
Christian evangelist. St. Louis, m. B. W.
Christian herald. Detroit, w. B. W.
Christian index. Atlanta, w. B. W.
Christian intelligencer. N. Y. w. B. W.
Christian leader. Cin. w. B. W.
Christian messenger. Toronto, sem-m. B. W.
Christian news. Glasgow. A. J. T.
Christian observer. Louisville, Ky. w. A. J. S.
Christian oracle. Chic. w. free.
Christian quarterly. Columbia, Mo. B. W.
Christian register. Bost. w. free.
Christian social union, Bost. Publications, m.
Christian standard. Cin. w. B. W.
Christian work. N. Y. w. B. W.
Church economist. N. Y. m. B. W.
A. J. T.
Ciel et terre. Brussels. A. J.
Cigar makers' official journal. Chic. m. free
Cincinnati society of natural history. Journal.
J. G.
City government. N. Y. m. A. J. S.
City record. Bost. w. free.
Classical review. Lond. 9 nos. pur.
College athlete. Bost. pur.
Collier's weekly. N. Y. pur.
Colliery guardian. Lond. w. J. G.
Colorado school journal. Denver, m. S. R.
Columbia university, N. Y. Studies in history, econ-
omics and public law. q. A. J. S. Sociol.
J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Commercial and financial chronicle. N. Y. w. J.
P. E.
Commercial bulletin. Bost. w. J. P. E.
Commonwealth. N. Y. w. B. W. 2 cop.







































Congregationalism Bost. w. B. W.
Contemporary review. Lond. m. pur.
Cosmopolitan. Irvington on Hudson, m.
Critic. N. Y. m. pur.
A. J. S.













Critical review of theological and philosophical lit-
erature. Edin, q. B. W. Haskell
A. J. T. Haskell
Crvptogamae japonicae iconibus illustratae. Tokio.
B. G. Biol.
Cumulative index to a selected list of periodicals.
(Cleveland public library.) m. pur. Gen. Lib.
J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Current literature. N. Y. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Current thought. Cleveland, q. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Deutsch- amerikanische Zeitschrift fiir Theologie u.
Kirche. Warrenton, Mo. bi-m. B. W. Haskell
Deutsche Blatter fiir erziehenden Unterricht. Langen-
salza. w. S. R. Ped.
Deutsche botanische Gesellschaft, Ber. Berichte. m.
pur. Biol.
Deutsche botanische Monatsschrift. Arnstadt. B. G. Biol.
Deutsche chemische Gesellschaft, Ber. Berichte. sem-
m. pur. Chem.
Deutsche elektrochemische Gesellschaft, Halle. Zeit-
schrift fiir Elektrochemie. w, pur. Chem.
Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, Ethnologie
u. Urgeschichte, Brns. Archiv fiir Anthropologie.
q. pur. Anthrop.
Deutsche Litteraturzeitung. Ber. w. pur. Ger.
Deutsche morgenlandische Gesellschaft, Lpz. Zeit-
schrift. q. pur. Comp. Philol.
Deutsche Revue. Stut. m. pur. Ger.
J. P. E. . Pol. Sci.
Deutsche Rundschau. Ber. m. pur. Ger.
Deutsche Worte'. Vienna, m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir auslandisches Unterrichts-
wesen. Lpz. q. S. R.
Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Nervenheilkunde
bi-m. pur.
Deutsche zoologische Gesellschaft, Lpz. Zoolo
gischer Anzeiger. sem-m. pur.
Verhandlungen. pur.
.Deutscher Palaestina Verein, Lpz. Mittheilungen u
Nachnchten. bi-m. pur.
Zeitschrift. y. pur.







Dolgeville herald. Dolgeville, N. Y. w. A. J. S








d'Ecole des chartes. Bibliotheque, Paris. Revue
Erudition consacre" specialement al' e"tude du moyen
age. 6 nos. pur. Hist.
Ecole francaise d'Athenes, Paris. Bulletin de corres-
pondance helle'nique. 8 nos. pur. Class. Arch.
Ecole libre des sciences politiques, Paris. Annales.
bi-m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Ecole normale supe"rieure, Paris. Annales. m. pur. Math.
Ecole polytechnique, Paris. Journal, y. pur. Math.
.Ecole pratique d'e"tudes bibliques, Jerusalem. Revue
biblique internationale. Paris, q. B. W. Haskell
Ecole pratique des hautes etudes, Paris. Biblio-
theque. Bulletin des sciences mathdmatiques. m.
pur. Math.
Economic journal. (British economic association.)
Lond. q. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Economic review. Lond. q. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Economic studies. See American economic associa-
tion.
Economist. Chic. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Economist. Lond. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Economista. Florence, w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Economiste frangais. Paris, w. pur. Pol. Econ.
Edinburgh review, q. pur. Gen. Lib.
Education. Lond. w. S. R. Ped.
Educational gazette. Rochester, N. Y. 10 nos. S. R. Ped.
Educational news. Edin. w. pur. Ped.
Educational review. Lond. m. S. R.
,
Ped.
Educational review. (Columbia University.) N. Y. Ped.
10 nos. S. R. pur. Ped.
Educational review. St. John, N. B. m. S. R. Ped.
Educational times. Lond. w. S. R. Ped.
Egypt exploration fund. Lond. Archaeological
report, pur. Haskell
Ekonomisk Tidskrift. Stockholm. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Electrical engineering. Chic. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Electrical review. N. Y. w. free. Physics.
Electrical world. N. Y. w. pur. Physics.
Electrician/-' Lond. w. pur. Physics.
Emancipation
;
journal d' e"conomie politique et
sociale. Nimes. m. pur. Sociol.
Engineering and mining journal. N. Y. w. J. G.
Geol.
Engineering magazine. N. Y. m. pur. Physics, Sociol.
Engineering record. N. Y. w. pur. Sociol.
Englische Studien. Lpz. 3 nos. pur. Eng.
English historical review. . Lond. q. pur. Hist.
Enseignement mathe"matique. Paris, bi-m. pur. Math.
'E0ij,ue/52s apxcuo\oyiKT). Athens. 4 nos. t pur. Class. Arch.
Episcopal recorder. Phil. w. B. W. Haskell
Erythea. (University of California.) Berkeley, m.
B. G. Biol.
Essex institute, Salem. Bulletin. J. G. Geol.
Ethical addresses. Phil. 10 nos. J. P. E. Philos.
Ethical world. Lond. w. A. J. S. Sociol.
Ethnographia. Budapest, bi-m. pur. Anthrop.
Euphorion ; Zeitschrift fiir Litteraturgeschichte. Lpz.
q. pur. Ger.
Evangelical episcopalian. Chic. m. free. Haskell
Evangelist. N. Y. w. B. W. Haskell
Examiner. N. Y. w. B. W. Haskell
Expositor. Lond. m. A. J. T. Haskell
Expositor. N. Y. m. pur. Haskell
Expository times. Edin. m. A. J. T. Haskell
free. Haskell
Fackel. Chic. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Faculty des sciences de Toulouse, Paris. Annales.
q. Univ. Pub. Gen. Lib.
pur. Math.
Faith's record. Chic. m. free. Sociol.
Financier. N. Y. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Fliegende Blatter aus dem Rauen Hause. Hamburg.
m. pur. Sociol. (Div.)
Flora. See Koniglich-bayerische botanische Gesell-
schaft.
Folk-lore society, Lond. Folk-lore. q. pur.
Foreign mission journal. Richmond, Va. m. free
Forester. Wash. m. free.
Fortnightly review. Lond. m. A. J. T.
pur.
Fortschritte der Physik. See Physikalische Gesell
schaft, Ber.
Forum. N. Y. m. pur.
J. P. E.
Francais, Le. N. Y. m. S. R.
Franklin institute, Phil. Journal, m. J. G.
A. J.
Friends intelligencer and journal. Phil. w. free
Gardeners' chronicle. Lond. w. B. G.














Geographical journal. See Royal geographical
society, Lond.
Geological society, Lond. Quarterly journal. J. G. Geol.
Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde, Ber. Verhandlungen. J. G. Geol.
Gesellschaft naturforschender Freunde, Ber. Sitz-
ungsberichte. pur. Biol.
Gesellschaft osterreichischer Volksvvirte, Vienna.
Zeitschrift fur Volkswirtschaft, Socialpolitik u.
Verwaltung. q. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Giornale degli economisti. Rome. m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Giornale di matematiche. Naples, bi-m. pur. Math.
Giornale storico della letteratura italiana.
pur.
Globus. Brns. w. pur.
Granite cutters' journal, Bait. m. free.
Guardian. Lond. w. A. J. T.
J. P. E.Gunton's magazine. N. Y. m.
: A. J. S.
Gymnasium. Lond. m. pur.
Harper's new monthly magazine.









N. Y. pur. Gen. Lib.
Phys. Cult., Gen. Lib.
Hartford seminary record, q. B. W. Haskell
free. Gen. Lib.
Harvard law review. Bost. 8 nos. J. P. E. Pol. Sci.
Hashshiloach. Ber. m. A. J. S. L. and L. Haskell
Hebrew. San. Fran. w. B. W. Haskell
Hedwigia
;
Organ fur Kryptogamenkunde, etc. Dres-
den. B. G. Biol.
Helping hand. Bost. m. free. Haskell
Herbier Boissier, Geneva. Bulletin, m. B. G. Biol.
Hermes ; Zeitschrift fur classische philologie. Ber
q. pur. Class.
Historische Vierteljahrschrift ; neue Folge der deut-
schen Zeitschrift fiir Geschichtswissenschaft. Lpz.
pur. Hist.
Historische Zeitschrift. Mun. pur. Hist.




vereins. Heidelberg. S. R. Ped.
Humanite" nouvelle. Paris, m. A. J. S. Sociol. (Div.)
Hygienische Rundschau.' Ber. sem-m. pur. Biol.
.Imperial and Asiatic quarterly review. Woking.
A. j. S. L. and L. Haskell
.Independent. N. Y. w. B. W. Haskell
B. G. Gen. Lib.
Indian antiquary. Bombay, m. pur. Anthrop.
Indian evangelical review. Calcutta, q. A. J. T.
Haskell
Indian journal of education. Madras. 8 nos. S. R.
Ped.
Indiana school journal. Indianapolis, m. U. R. Ped.
Indogermanische Forschungen. Strassburg. 5 nos.
pur. Comp. Philol.
Industrialist. (Kansas state agricultural college.)
Manhattan, m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Inland educator. Terre Haute, Ind. m. S. R. Ped.
Institut de France. Paris. Academie des inscriptions
et belles-lettres. Comtes rendus des stances, bi-m.
pur. Haskell
Academie des sciences. Comptes rendus
hebdomadaires des stances, w. Univ. Pub. Gen. Lib.
Institut des sciences sociales, Brussels. Annales.
bi-m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
A. J. S. Sociol.
Institut Pasteur, Paris. Annales. m. pur. Biol.
Institute of bankers, Lond. Journal, m. J. P. E.
Pol. Econ.
Instruction primaire. Paris, w. S. R. Ped.
Intelligence. Oak Park, 111. sem-m. U. R. Ped.
Interior. Chic. w. B. W. Haskell
Intermediate des mathematiciens. Paris, m. pur. Math.
International association of machinists, Chic. Monthly
journal, free. Pol. Econ.
International evangel. St. Louis, m. B. W. Haskell
International journal of ethics. Phil. q. pur. Philos.
Internationale Monatsschrift fiir Anatomie u. Physiol-
ogic Lpz. pur. Biol.
Internationales Archiv fiir Ethnographic Leyden.
bi-m. pur. Anthrop.
Iron age. N. Y. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Iron and coal trades review. Lond. w. J. P. E.
Pol. Econ.
Iron moulders' journal. Cin. m. free. Pol. Econ.
Iron trade reveiw. Cleveland, w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Jahrbuch fiir Gesetzgebung, Verwaltung u. Volks-
wirtschaft im deutschen Reich. Lpz. q. J. P. E.
Pol. Econ.
Jahrbuch fiir Philosophic u. spekulative Theologie.
Paderborn. 4 nos. pur. Philos.
8
Jahrlmch iiber die Fortschritte der Mathematik.
Ber. 3 nos. pur. Math.





Jahrbucher fiir Psychiatric Lpz. 3 nos. pur.
Jahrbucher fiir wissenschaftliche Botanik. Ber. pur
Jahresbericht iiber die Erscheinungen auf dem
Gebiete der germanischen Philologie. Dresden.
2 nos. pur. Ger.
Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der classischen
Alterthuinswissenschaft. Ber. m. pur. Class.
Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der Physiologic
Bonn. pur. Biol.
Jahresbericht iiber die Leistungen u. Fortschritte in
der gesammten Medicin. Ber. 6 nos. pur. Biol.
Jahresberichte fiir neuere deutsche Litteratur-
geschichte. Lpz. 4 nos. pur. Ger.
Jamaica. Botanical department, Kingston. Bulletin.
m. B.G. Biol.
Jenaische Zeitschrift. See Medicinisch-naturwissen-
schaftliche Gesellschaft.
Pittsburgh, w. free. Haskell
Haskel
B. W. Haskell
q. A. J. S. L. & L.
Haskell
Circulars. S. R. Ped.
Gen. Lib.
Studies in historical




Jewish era. Chic. q. free
Jewish messenger. N. Y. w.
Jewish quarterly review. Lond.






Jornal de sciencias mathematicas e astronomicas.
Coimbra. pur. Math.
Journal and messenger. Cin. w. B. W. Haskell





Journal de botanique. Paris, m. B. G.
Journal de l'anatomie et de la physiologic Paris,
bi-m. pur.
Journal de mathematiques dlementaires. Paris, m.
pur.
Journal de mathematiques pures et appliqu^es. Paris,
q. pur.
Journal de mathematiques spdciales. Paris, m. pur
Journal de physique the"orique et appliquee. Paris.
m. pur. Physics
Journal des dconomistes. Paris, m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Journal fiir die reine u. angewandte Mathematik.
Ber. q. pur. Math.
Journal fiir praktische Chemie. Lpz. sem-m. pur. Chem.
Journal ge"ndral de 1'imprimerie et de librairie, Paris.
Bibliographie. w. pur. Gen. Lib.
Journal of American folk-lore. Bost. q. pur. Anthrop.
Journal of anatomy and physiology. Lond. q. pur. Biol.
Journal of applied microscopy. Rochester, N. Y.
m. B. G. Biol.
Journal of Biblical literature. (Society of Biblical













Journal of botany. Lond. m. B. G.
Journal of comparative neurology. Granville, O.
q. pur.
Journal of education. Bost. w.
J. P. E.
Journal of education. Lond. m.
Journal of experimental medicine.
Journal of finance. Lond. m. J. P. E.
Journal of geology. (University of Chicago.)
8 nos. free. Geol., Y's Obs., Gen
Journal of Germanic philology. Bloomington, 111.
S. R.
Journal of Hellenic studies. See Society for the pro-
motion of Hellenic studies.
Journal of morphology. Bost. 3 nos. pur.
Journal of nervous and mental diseases. N. Y. m.
B. G.
Journal of pathology and bacteriology. Edin.
pur.
Journal of pedagogy. Syracuse, N. Y. q. S. R.
Journal of pharmacology. Lancaster, Pa. m. B.
Journal of p hilology. Lond. sem-a. pur.
Journal of physical chemistry
9 nos. A. J.
Journal of physiology. Lond.
Journal of political economy.
go.) Chic. q. free.
Journal of school geography.
J. G. Geol
U. R. Ped
Journal of social science. Bost. y. pur. Sociol
Justice. Lond. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ










6 nos. pur. Biol.
(University of Chica-
Pol. Sci., Gen. Lib.








Romische Abtheilung. q. pur.
Class. Arch.
Biol. Kaiserlich - koniglich - zoologisch - botanische Gesell-
schaft, Vienna. Verhandlungen. 10 nos. B. G. Biol.
Kaiserliches Gesundheitsamt, Ber. Arbeiten. 3
nos. pur. Biol.
Kansas university quarterly. Lawrence. J. G. Geol.
Kant-Studien. Hamburg. 4 nos. pur. Ped.
Kew, Royal gardens. Bulletin of miscellaneous in-
formation. Lond. m. B. G. Biol.
Kinderfehler ; Zeitschrift fiir padagogische Patholo-
gie u. Therapie. Langensalza. 6 nos. pur. Ped.
Kindergarten magazine. Chic. 10 nos. S. R. Ped.
Kindergarten review. Springfield, Mass. 10 nos.
S. R. Ped.
Kirchenbote. Michigan City. w. A. J. S. Sociol.
Koniglich-bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften,
Miin. Mathematisch-physikalische Classe. Sit-
zungsberichte. Univ. Pub. Gen. Lib.
Koniglich-bayerische botanische Gesellschaft in Re-
gensburg. Flora ; oder, Allgemeine botanische
Zeitung. Marburg, pur. Biol.
Koniglich-botanischer Garten u. Museum, Ber. No-
tizblatt. B. G. Biol.
Koniglich-preussische Akademie der Wissenschaften,
Ber. Sitzungsberichte. 54 nos. Univ. Pub. Gen. Lib.
Konigliche Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Got.
Nachrichten. Philologisch-historische Klasse. Gen
— Mathematisch-physikalische Klasse. Gen,
Labour copartnership. Lond. m. A. J. S.







Law quarterly review. Lond.
Lawyers' reports annotated,
pur.
Lehrproben u. Lehrgange aus der Praxis der Gymna-
sien u. Realschulen. Halle a. S. S. R.
Leland Stanford junior university, Palo Alto. Publi-








Library journal. N. Y. m. pur.





Journal. Zoology, q. pur
Lippincott's magazine. Phil. m.
Literarisches Centralblatt fiir Deutschland.
pur.






J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Lpz. w.
Ger.
Literary digest. Gen. Lib.
J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Literary news. N. Y. m. pur. Gen. Lib.
Literary world. Bost. sem-m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Literaturblatt fiir germanische u. romanische Philolo-
gie. Lpz. m. pur.
Literature. N. Y. w. S. R.
pur.
Littell's living age. Bost. w. pur.
Litterarisches Echo. Ber. sem-m. pur.
Living church. Chic. w. B. W.
A. J. S.










London, Edinburgh and Dublin philosophical maga-





Lutheran church review. Phi
.Lutheran evangelist. Wash.

























Malpighia. Genoa. B. G.
Manchester (Eng.) literary and philosophical society.
Memoirs and proceedings. 5 nos. A. J. Gen. Lib.
Manuel general de l'instruction primaire. Paris.
w. S. R. Ped.
Marine biological association of the United King-
dom, Lond. Journal, pur. Biol.
Marine record. Cleveland. - a\ J. P. E.
Marine review. Cleveland, w. J. P. E.
Mathematische Annalen. Lpz. q. pur.
Mathematische Gesellschaft in Hamburg, Lpz.
theilungen. y. pur.
Mathesis. Paris, m. pur.
Medicinisch-naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft,
Jena. Jenaische Zeitschrift. 4 nos. pur.
Meehan's monthly. Phil. m. B. G.
Mdlusine. Paris, bi-m. pur.
Men. Chic. m. pur.




















.Methodist review. Nashville, Tenn. bi-w. A. J. T.
Haskell
Michigan political science association, Ann Arbor.
Publications, q. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Michigan school moderator. Lansing. sem-m.
S. R. Ped.
Midland schools. Des Moines. 10 nos. S. R. Ped.
Mind. Lond. q. pur. Philos.
Mind and body. St. Louis, m. pur. Phys. Cult.
Mineralogical magazine and Journal of the Mineral-
ogical society. Lond. y. J. G. Geol.
Mineralogische u. petrographische Mittheilungen.
Vienna. J. G. Geol.
Mines and minerals. Scranton, Pa. m. J. G. Geol.
Missionary review of the world. N. Y. m. B. W
Haskell
Mittheilungen aus Justus Perthes' geographischer
Anstalt. Gotha. m. pur. Geol.
Mnemosyne. Lpz. q. pur. Class.
Modern language association of America, Bait.
Publications, q. pur. Eng., Rom.
Modern language notes. Bait. 8 nos. pur. Eng., Rom.
Modern quarterly of language and literature. Lond.
pur. Eng.
Monatshefte fiir Chemie u. verwandte Theile anderer
Wissenschaften. Vienna. 10 nos. pur. Chem.
Monatshefte fiir Mathematik u. Physik. Vienna.
4 nos. pur. Math.
Monatsschrift fiir innere Mission. Giitersloh. m.
pur. Sociol. (Div.)
Monatsschrift fiir Psychiatrie u. Neurologic Ber.
m. pur. Biol.
Monde des plantes. Le Mans. B. G. Biol.
Monde economique. Paris, w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.






Monthly cumulative book index. Minneapolis, pur.
Gen. Lib.
Monthly weather review. Wash. J. G. Geol.
10
Monumental records. N. Y. B. W. Haskell
Morphologisches Jahrbuch. Lpz. 4 nos. pur. BioL
Motorman and conductor. Detroit, m. free. Pol. Econ.
Paris.
North Carolina journal of education. Greensboro,
m. S. R.
Northwestern Christian advocate. Chic. w. H. W.
Moyen age ; revue d'historie et de philologie.
bi-m.
Miinchener medicinische Wochenschrift. w.
Miinchener volkswirtschaftliche Studien. J. P















Municipal journal and London. Lond. w.
Musde social. Paris, m. A. J. S.
J. P. E.
Musdon et la revue des religions. Louvain.
A. J. T. Haskell
Nation. N. Y. w. pur. Gen. Lib.
J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
National association of wool manufacturers, Bost.
Bulletin, q. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
National geographic magazine. (National geographic
society). Wash.
National geographic society, Wash. Magazine, m.
J. G. Geol.
Natiirliche Pflanzenfamilien. Lpz. B. G. Biol.
Natural science. Lond. m. B. G. Biol.
Nature. Lond. w. pur. Physics, Biol.
Naturforschende Gesellschaft, Freiburg i. B. Berichte.
y. pur. Biol.
Nazarene. Phil. w. pur. Socio). (Div.)
Neue Bahnen. Wiesbaden, m. pur. Ped.
Neue Jahrbiicher fiir das klassische Alterthum
Geschichte u. deutsche Litteratur. Lpz. 10 nos.
pur. Class.
.Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift. Lpz. m. pur. Haskell
Neue philologische Rundschau. Gotha. sem-m.
pur. Class.
Neue Zeit. Stut. w. pur. Sociol.
Neuere Sprachen ; Zeitschrift fiir den neusprachlichen
Unterricht. 10 nos. S. R. Ped.
Neues Jahrbuch fiir Mineralogie, Geologie u. Palae-
ontologie. Stut. bi-m. pur. Geol.
Neuphilologisches Centralblatt. Hannover, m. pur Ger.
Neurologisches Centralblatt. Lpz. sem-m. pur. Biol.
New century review. Lond. m. B. W. Haskell
New education. N. Y. 10 nos. S. R. Ped.
New England magazine. Bost. m. pur. Gen. Lib.
New world ; a quarterly review of religion, ethics
and theology. Bost. A. J. S. Sociol.
New York botanical garden. Bulletin, y. B. G. Biol.
New York education. Albany. 10 nos. S. R. Ped.
_New York observer, w. B. W. Haskell
Nineteenth century. Lond. m. pur. ' Gen. Lib.
Nordisk tidsskrift for filologi. Copng. 4 nos. pur. Ger.
North American review. N. Y. m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Northwestern monthly. Lincoln. 10 nos. S. R
Notes and queries. Lond. w. pur.
Nouvelles annales de mathdmatiques. Paris,
pur.
Nuova notarisia. Padova. q. B. G.









Oberhessischer Geschichtsverein, Giessen. Mittheil-
ungen. y. Univ. Pub. Gen
Oesterreichische botanische Zeitschrift. Vienna, m.
B. G.




Ohio educational monthly and national
Columbus, O. S. R.
Ons volksleven. Antwerp, pur.
Open church. N. Y. q. pur.
Orientalische Bibliographic Ber. sem-a. pur.
Oriental ische Literatur-Zeitung. Ber. m. pur.
Ottawa naturalist, m. B. G.
Our church life. Beloit. m. B. W.
Our dumb animals. Bost. m. free.
Our fellow creatures. Aurora, m. free.
Outing. N. Y. m. pur.






















Oxford university gazette, w. S. R.
Pacific B aptist. Portland, Or. w. free.
Palestine exploration fund, Lond. Quarterly state-
ment, pur. Haskell.
Pedagogical seminary. Worcester, q. pur. Ped.
Pennsylvania school journal. Lancaster, m. S. R. Ped.
Peres de la compagnie de Jdsus, Paris. Etudes.
sem-m. B. W. Haskell
Phanerogamae et pteridophytae japonicae iconibus
illustratae. Tokio. B. G. Biol.
Pharmaceutical review. Milwaukee, m. B. G. Biol.
Philadelphia medical journal, w. pur. Biol.
Philologus; Zeitschrift fiir das klassische Alterthum.
Lpz. q. pur. Class.
Philosophical magazine. See London, Edinburgh,
and Dublin philosophical magazine and journal of
science.
Philosophical review. Bost. bi-m. pur. Philos.
Philosophische Studien. Lpz. q. pur. Philos.
Philosophisches Jahrbuch. Fulda q. pur. Philos.
Photographic times. N. Y. m. pur. Physics.
A. J. Y's Obs.
Physical review. (Cornell university.) N. Y. 10 nos.









Plant world. Binghamton, N. Y.
Poet-lore. Bost. q. pur.
S. R.
Political science quarterly. Bost.
A. J. S.
Popular astronomy. Northfield, Minn. m.
Popular educator. Tokio. m. S. R.
Positivist review. Lond. m. A. J. T.
Posse gymnasium journal. Bost. m. pur.
Pratt institute monthly. Brooklyn. 9 nos
Presbyterian and reformed review. Phil, q
J. S.
A. J. T.
Presbyterian banner. Pittsburg, w. B. W.
Presbyterian journal. Phil. w. B. W.
Presbyterian quarterly. Richmond, Va. free.
Presbyterian review. Toronto, w. B. W.
Primary education. Bost. io nos. U. R.
Protestantische Monatshefte Ber. m. pur.
Psychological review. Princeton, bi-m. A
Public libraries. Chic. 10 nos. pur.








































HaskellPulpit. Cleona, Pa. m. B. VV.
Quarterly journal of economics. (Harvard university).
Bost. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
A. J. S. Sociol.
Quarterly journal of microscopical science. Lond.
pur. Biol.
Quarterly journal of pure and applied mathematics.
Lond. pur. Math.
Quarterly review. N. Y. pur. Pol.. Sci.
Queen's quarterly. Kingston, Canada. B. W. Haskell
Quekett microscopical club, Lond. Journal. B. G. Biol.
Railroad gazette. N. Y. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Railroad trainmen's journal. Peoria, 111. m.
free. Pol. Econ.
Railway age. Chic. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Railway review. Chic. w. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Ram s horn. Chic. w. free. Gen. Lib.
Rassegna bibliografica della letteratura italiana. Pisa.
m. pur. Rom.
Reale accademia dei Lincei, Milan. Notizie degli
scavi di antichita. q. pur. Class.
Record. Lond. q. A. J. S. Sociol.
o[ocueil de travaux relatifs a la philologie et a 1'arche-
Regie Egyptiennes et Assyriennes. Paris, pur. Haskell
Recueil des travaux chimiques des Pays-Bas. Leyden.
5 nos. pur. Chem.
Reform advocate. Chic. w. B. W. Haskell
A. J. S. Sociol.
Reforme sociale. See Societe d' e"conomie sociale.
Reformed church review. Lancaster, Pa. q. A. J. T.
and B. W. 2 cop. Haskell
Regia deputazione di Toscana D storia patria, Flor-
ence. Archivio storico italiano. q. pur. Hist.
Regia universita degli studi, Siena. Istituto Anat-
omico. Monitore zoologico italiano. m. pur. Biol.
Rendiconti del circolo matematico. Palermo, pur. Math.














Lond. m. J. P. E.






















Revue brvologique. Orne. bi-m. B. G. Biol.
Revue celtique. Paris, q. pur. Comp. Philol.
Revue chretienne. Paris, m. A. J. T. Haskell
Revue critique d' histoire et de litterature. Paris, w.
pur. Class.
Revue d'assyriologie et d'archeologie orientale. Paris.
y. pur. Haskell
Revue d'histoire diplomatique. See Societe d'histoire
litte"raire de la France.
Revue d'histoire et de litterature religieuses. Paris.
bi-m. B. W. Haskell
Revue d'histoire litteraire de la France. See Socie'te'
d'histoire litte'raire de la France.
Revue de droit international et de legislation com-
paree. Brussels, bi-m. pur. Pol. Sci.
Revue de 1'histoire des religions. Paris, bi-m. pur. Haskell
Revue de l'orient latin. Paris, pur. Hist.
Revue de metaphvsique et de morale. Paris, bi-m.
A. J. S. Philos.
Revue de philologie, de litterature et d'histoire
anciennes. pur. . Class.
Revue de theologie et de philosophic Lausanne.
bi-m. A. J. T. Haskell
Revue des deux mondes. Paris, sem-m. pur. Gen. Lib.
Revue des etudes grecques. See Association pour
l'encouragement des etudes grecques.








Kevue des humanities en Belgique.
S. R.
Kevue des langues romanes.
des langues romanes.
Revue des questions historiques. Paris, q. pur.
Revue des revues et revue d'Europe et d'Amdrique.
m. A. J. S.
Revue des traditions populaires. See Socie'te des
traditions populaires.
Revue du christianisme sociale. Vals. bi-m. pur.
Sociol. (Div.)
Revue du travail. Brussels, m. A. I. S. Sociol.
J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Revue ge'ne'rale de botanique. Paris, m. pur. Biol.
Revue hispanique. Paris. 3 nos. pur.
Revue historique. Paris, bi-m. pur.
Revue internationale de l'enseignement. See Socie"te
de l'enseignement superieur.









Revue mycologique. Toulouse, q. B. G.
Revue neurologique. Paris, sem-m. pur.
Revue pddagogique. Paris, m. S. R.
Revue pdnitentiaire. See Socie'te ge'ne'rale des prisons.
Bulletin.
Revue philanthropique. Paris, m. pur. Sociol. (Div.)
Revue philosophique de la France et de l'etranger.
Paris, m. pur. Philos.
Revue politique et parlementaire. Paris, m. J. P. E.
Pol. Econ.
Revue semestrielle des publications mathematiques. See
Socie'te' mathdmatique d'Amsterdam.
Revue sdmitique. Paris, q. pur. Haskell
Revue sociale catholique. Louvain. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Revue socialiste. Paris, m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
A. J. S. Sociol.
Rheinisches Museum fur Philologie. Frankfurt, q.
pur. Class.
Rhodora. Bosl. m. pur. Biol.
Rivista critica del socialismo. Rome. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Rivista della beneficenza pubblica. Rome. m. A.J.S.
Sociol. (Div.)
Rivista di discipline carcerarie. Rome. m. A.J.S. Sociol.
Rivista di filologia e d'istruzione classica. Turin.
q. pur. Class.
Rivista filosofica. Pavia. bi-m. pur. Philos.
Rivista internazionale. Rome. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
Rivista italiana di sociologia. Rome. bi-m. A.J.S. Sociol.
Rivista politica e letteraria. Rome. 10 nos. A.J.S. Sociol.
Rivista scientifica del diritto. Rome. 12 nos. A.J.S. Sociol.
Rivista sperimentale di freniatria e medicina legale.
Reggio. 4 nos. pur. Biol.
Rivista storica italiana. Milan, m. A. J. S. Hist.
Romania. Paris, q. pur. Rom.
Royal agricultural society of England, Lond. Jour-
nal, q. pur. Pol. Econ.
Royal Asiatic society of Great Britain and Ireland,
Lond. Journal, q. pur. Haskell
Royal astronomical society, Lond. Monthly no-
tices, pur. Astron., Y's Obs.
Royal botanic gardens, Trinidad. Bulletin of mis-
cellaneous information, q. B. G. Biol.
Royal gardens. See Kew.
Royal geographical society, Lond. Geographical
journal, m. J. G. Geol.
Royal microscopical society, Lond. Journal, bi-m.
B. G. Biol.
Royal society of Edinburgh. Proceedings. q.
pur. Physics.
Royal society of London. Botanical papers from
the philosophical transactions, pur.
Royal society of London. Proceedings.
Biol.





Sabbath recorder. Plainfield, N. J. w. free. Haskell
St. Vincent de Paul quarterly. N.Y. m. pur. Sociol. (Div.)
Sanitarian. N. Y. m. A. J. S. Sociol.
School and home education. Bloomington, 111. 10
nos. free. Gen. Lib.
S. R. Ped.
School bulletin and N. Y. state educational journal.
Syracuse, N. Y. m. Ped.
School education. Minneapolis. 10 nos. S. R. Ped.
School journal. N. Y. w. S. R. Ped.
School news. Taylorville, 111. m. S. R. Ped.
School of mines quarterly. (Columbia university.)
N. Y. J. G. Geol.













Paris, m. J. P. E.
A. J. S.Milan.
Scottish geographical magazine
geographical society.) Edin. m. J. G.
Scribner's magazine. N. Y. m. J. P. E.
Seminary magazine. Louisville, Ky. m. B. W
Semitistische Studien. Weimar, pur.
Sezatorea. Falticeni. pur.
Shepherd's voice. Tokio. m. free.
Skandinaven. Chic. w. J. P. E.
Skandinavisches Archiv fur Physiologie. Lpz.
pur.
Social democrat. Lond. m. J. P. E.
































Societa italiana di antropologia, etnologia e psicolo-
gia comparata, Florence. Archivio. 3 nos. A.
J.S. Anthrop.
Socie"te" anatomique de Paris. Bulletins et me"moires.
m. pur. Biol.
Socie'te chimique de Paris. Bulletin, sem-m. pur. Chem.
Socie'te d'anthropologie de Paris. Bulletins. 6 nos.
pur.
Society d'dconomie sociale, Paris. La
sociale. sem-m. J. P. E.
A. J.S.
Socie"te d'histoire diplomatique, Paris.
d'historie diplomatique, q. pur.
Societe d'histoire litteraire de la France, Paris. Revue
d'histoire litteraire de la France, q. pur.
Societe de biologie, Paris. Comptes rendus hebdo-
madaires des stances, w. pur.
Socie'te de l'enseignement superieur, Paris. Revue
internationale de l'enseignement. m. S. R.
Societe de statistique de Paris. Journal, m. J. P. E.
Pol. Econ.
Socie'te des Etudes juives, Paris. Revue des e"tudes
juives. q. A. J. S. L. & L. Haskell
Societe" des traditions populaires, Paris. Revue des
traditions populaires. pur. Anthrop.
Societe" ge"ne"rale.des prisons, Paris. Bulletin. 8 nos.
pur. Sociol.
Societe" ge"ologique de Belgique, Liege. Annales.
J. G.
Socie"te ge"ologique de France, Paris. Bulletin, m.
J.G.
Socie"te" mathe"matique, Paris. Bulletin. 10 nos. pur.
Socie"te" mathe"matique d'Amsterdam. Revue semes-
trielle des publications mathematiques. 2 nos.
pur.
Societe" pour l'e"tude des langues romanes, Paris.
Revue des langues romanes. m. pur.
Socie"te" royale beige de geographic, Brussels. Bul-
letin. 6 nos. J. G.
Socie'te" royale de botanique de Belgique, Brussels.
Bulletin. 2 nos. B. G.
Socie'te' royale de geographie d' Anvers. Bulletin, q.
J. G.
Society for the promotion of Hellenic studies, Lond.
Journal of Hellenic studies, sem-a. pur. Class. Arch.
Society of Biblical archjeology, Lond. Proceedings.
8 nos. pur. Haskell
Sound currency. N. Y. m. free. Pol. Econ.
South African mining journal. Johannesburg, S. A.
w. pur.
South African pioneer. Lond.
Southern educational journal.
Spirit of the times. N. Y. w.













State normal monthly. Emporia, Kan.
State's duty. St. Louis, m. A. J. S.




m. S. R. Ped.
Phys. Cult.
W. Haskell
9 nos. free. Ped.
Sociol.
n. and m. J.
Pol. Econ.
Street railway review. Chic. m. free.
Suisse universitaire. Geneva, m. S. R.
Sociol.
Ped.
Sunday-school chronicle. Lond. w. B. W. Haskell
Sunday-school times. Phil. w. B. W. Haskell
Sunday-school world. N. Y. m. free. Haskell
Symbolae antillanae seu fundamenta florae Indiae
occidentalis. Ber. B. G. Biol.
Tailor. Bloomington, 111. m. free. Pol. Econ.
Teachers' institute. Chic. 10 nos. U. R. Ped.
Technologie sanitaire. Louvain. sem-m. pur. Biol.
Terrestrial magnetism. (Univ. of Cincinnati.) Cin.
S. R. Physics, Y's Obs.
Texas school journal. Dallas. 10 nos. S. R. Ped.
Theologische Literaturzeitung. Lpz. sem-m. B. W.
Haskell
Theologische Quartalschrift. Tubingen, q. A. J. T.
Haskell
Theologische Rundschau. Freiburg, m. A. J. T.
Haskell
Theologische Studien. Utrecht. 6 nos pur. Haskell
Theologische Studien u. Kritiken. Gotha. q. pur.
Haskell
Theologische Tijdschrift. Leyden. bi-m. B. W. Haskell
Theologische Zeitschrift aus der Schweiz. Zurich.
q. B. W. Haskell
Theologischer Jahresbericht. Brns. q. B. W. and
' A. J. T. Haskell
Theologisches Literaturblatt. Lpz. w. pur. Haskell
Therapeutic gazette. Detroit, m. B. G. Biol.
Tidings . Chic. m. free. Haskell
Torrey botanical club, Lancaster, Pa. Bulletin, m.
B. G. Biol.
Toulouse, University de. Bulletin. Univ. Pub., Gen. Lib.
T'Oung Pao. Ber. 5 nos. pur. Anthrop.
Travelers' record. Hartford, m. free. Haskell
Treasury. N. Y. m. B. W. Haskell
Typographical journal. Indianapolis, sem-m. free.
Pol. Econ.
Union signal. Chic. w. free. Haskell
United states treasury and counterfeit detector.
N. Y. m. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
Unity. Chic. w. B. W. Haskell
University catholique. Lyon. m. A. J.S. Haskell
University chronicle. (Univ. of California.) Berkeley.
bi-m. U. R. Gen. Lib.
University of Tennessee record. Knoxville, Tenn.
Univ. Pub. Gen. Lib.
S. R. Ped.
Universo, L'. Milan, sem-m. S. R. Ped.
Urquell, Der. Leyden. m. pur. Anthrop.
Verein fiir niederdeutsche Sprachforschung, Norden.
Jahrbuch. pur. Ger.
Korrespondenzblatt. pur. Ger.
Verein fiir Volkskunde, Ber. Zeitschrift. q. pur.
Sociol.
Verein fiir wissenschaftliche Padagogik, Dresden.
Jahrbuch. y. pur. Ped.
Victoria institute, or Philosophical society of Great
Britain, Lond. Journal of the transactions, q.
pur. Haskell
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Vierteljahrsschrift fur wissenschaftliche Philosophic
Lpz. pur.
Volkskunde. Ghent, m. pur.
Vorbote. Chic. w. J. P. E.
Wallonia. Liege, m. pur.
Watchman. Bost. w. B. W.
Watchword and truth. Bost. m. B. W.
N. Y. m. A. J. S.Werner's magazine. n
West Virginia school journal. Charleston, m.
Westermann's illustrierte deutsche Monatshefte.
Western recorder. Louisville, w. B. W.
Western school journal. Topeka, Kan. m. '













Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes.
q. pur. Haskell
Wisconsin journal of education. Madison, m. S. R. Ped.
Wochenschrift fiir klassische Philologie. Ber. w. pur. Class.
Wochentliches Verzeichnis der erschienenen u. der
vorbereiteten Neuigkeiten des deutschen Buch-
handels. Lpz. w. pur. Gen. Lib.
Woman's journal. Bost. w. free. Gen. Lib.
Yale review. New Haven, q. J. P. E. Pol. Econ.
A. J. S. Sociol.
S. R. Ped.
Young men of India. Calcutta, m. B. W. Haskell
.Zeitschrift fiir agvptische Sprache. Lpz. sem-a. pur. Haskell
Zeitschrift fiir analytische Chemie. Wiesbaden, m. pur. Chem.
Zeitschrift fiir anorganische Chemie. Hamburg, m.
pur. Chem.
.Zeitschrift fiir Assyriologie. Weimar, q. pur. Haskell
Zeitschrift fiir Biologie. Mun. q. pur. Biol.
Zeitschrift fiir das Gymnasialwesen. Ber. m. pur. Class.
Zeitschrift fiir das Privat- u. offentliche Recht der
Gegenwart. Vienna, q. pur. Pol. Sci.
Zeitschrift fiir den deutschen Unterricht. Lpz. m. pur. Ger.
Zeitschrift fiir deutsche Philologie. Halle, q. pur. • Ger.
Zeitschrift fiir deutsches Alterthum u. deutsche Lil-
teratur. Ber. q. pur. » Ger.
_Zeitschrift fiir die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft.
Giessen. sem-a. pur. Haskell
Zeitschrift fiir die gesamte Staatswissenschaft
Tubingen, q. J. P. E.
Zeitschrift fiir die osterreichischen Gymnasien.
Vienna, m. pur.
S. R.
Zeitschrift fiir Elektrochemie. See Deutsche elektro-
chemische Gesellschaft.
Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie. See Berliner Gesellschaft
fiir Anthropologie, Ethnologie u. Urgeschichte.
Zeitschrift fiir franzosische Sprache u. Litteratur.
Ber. 8 nos. pur.







Zeitschrift fiir immanente Philosophic Ber. q. pur. Philos.
Zeitschrift fiir Instrumentenkunde. Ber. m. pur. Physics.
Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte. Gotha. q. pur. Haskell
Zeitschrift fiir Krvstallographie u. Mineralogie. Lpz. .
m. pur. Geol.
Zeitschrift fiir lateinlose hohere Schulen. Lpz. S. R. Ped.
Zeitschrift fiir Mathematik u. l'hysik. Lpz. bi-m. pur. Math.
Zeitschrift fiir mathematischen u. naturwissenschaftli-
chen Unterricht. Lpz. 8 nos. pur. Math.
Zeitschrift fiir Missionskunde u. Religionswissen-
schaft. See Allgemeiner evangelisch-protestanti-
scher Missionsverein.
Zeitschrift fiir Morphologie u. Anthropologie. Stut.
3 nos. pur. Biol.
Zeitschrift fiir Philosophic u. Padagogik. Langen-
salza. S. R. Ped.
Zeitschrift fiir Philosophie u. philosophische Kritik.
Lpz. pur. Philos.
Zeitschrift fiir physikalische Chemie. Lpz. m. pur. Chem.
Zeitschrift fiir physiologische Chemie. Strassburg.
bi-m. pur. Biol.
Zeitschrift fiir praktische Geologie. Ber. m. J. G. Geol.
Zeitschrift fiir Psychologie u. Physiologie der Sinnes-
organe. Lpz. pur. Philos.
Zeitschrift fiir romanische Philologie. Halle, q. pur. Rom.
Zeitschrift fiir Schulgesundheitspflege. Hamburg.
pur. Ped.
Zeitschrift fiir Socialwissenschaft. Breslau. m. J.
P. E. & A. J. S. Pol. Econ
Zeitschrift fiir Theologie u. Kirche. Freiburg, bi-m.
A. J. T. Haskell
Zeitschrift fiir Thiermedicin u. vergleichende Patholo-
gic Lpz. 6 nos. pur. Biol.
Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Litteraturgeschichte.
Weimar, pur. Ger.
Zeitschrift fiir vergleichende Sprachforschung. Gii-
tersloh. q. pur. Comp. Philol.
Zeitschrift fiir Volkswirtschaft, Socialpolitik u. Ver-
waltung. See Gesellschaft osterreichischer Volks-
wirte.
Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Mikroskopie u. fiir
mikroskopische Technik. Brns. q. pur. Biol.
Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Zoologie. Lpz. q.
pur. Biol.
Zion's advocate. Portland, Me. w. B. W. Haskell
Zion's herald. Bost. w. B. W. Haskell
Zoological society of London. Proceedings, q. pur. Biol.
Zoologische Jahrbiicher. Jena. pur. Abtheilung fiir
Systematik, Geographie u. Biologie der Thiere. Biol.
Abtheilung fiir Anatomie u. Ontogenie der
Thiere. Biol.
Zoologische Station zu Neapel. Mittheilungen. 4
nos. pur. Biol.
Zoologischer Anzeiger. See Deutsche zoologische
Gesellschaft.
Zoologisches Centralblatt. Lpz. sem-m. pur. Biol.
Zwingliana. Zurich. 2 nos. B. W. Haskell
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H«nmond library is a fire-proof brlcX building, the gift
of Colonel Charles G. Hammond, one of Chicago *s early resi-
dents who was closely interested In the founding and mainte-
nancy of many of the wall established charities and benevo-
lant institutions of the city.
The building cost thirty-four thousand Dollare( #34000.00
)
and haa an ultimata capacity of fifty thousand volumes.
Mr .Herman Pat ton of the firm of Patton and Fisher, so well
hnown In library designing, was the architect. But as this
building waa aracted in 1883—83 Mr. Patton had only begun on
his library architecture and this "plan is not so successful
at his more -recent ones . ninoe Mr. Pat ton finished it, also,
it has been divided off into alcoves, leaving no room for ad-
ministration and ratting much space.
The librarian's desk is in the alcove directly oppo-
site the e?itranee and the card catalog is in the sama alcove.
The second floor is one large room, reaching to the ro.ft^
ers and lighted from the front, bach and a Bfcylight . In this
room now are the congregational exh.ib.lt from the Vorld'a Pair
r^ecgnlsied anywhere by the typical exhibit canopy removed in-
tact, and a large collection of duplicates and gifts mads years
ago and stored here before there was a regular librarian.
No doubt there is much valuable naterial here, but for laofc
of funds to secure assistants it ha* been impossible to
2)roperly classify and catalog the:..
There is a reading room aero r s the street from the 11-
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ovary, in FisK Hail, where most of the students room, Here
are the leading Chicago and Hew Yoyfc dailies and the religious
weeklies of several di 'foment denominations. This rcor. la
open at all hours.
F0IJ7JTHNG AUD HISTORY.
The library was started in 1056 by the gift or the li-
brary of Peve^ond i}eore * Perkins f valued at Five Hundred






There are now in endowments for hooks forty-four Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars. These are net yet all productive hut
when they a^e there will he ahout Seventeen Hundred Dollars a-
Vallable annually for the purchase of hocks . There arenou
ahout One Thouswl Two Hundred Dollars,
Of this Forty-four Thousand Five Hundred noiiars, One
Thousand is the Pat ton binding fund given originally to hind
The Advance, a weekly paper of the Congregational churdhes,
published in Chicago, hut after the Advance is hound, the
rest of the annual incone may he used for any hindini* ;hioh
the library needs* ( Sample^ page iv4-
1
Aside from this the^e is no endowment at all for lihrar3>"
administration
.
IKCREAHE PEP ANNlf) t
.
From, one Thousand to One Thousand Two Hundred hooks are
added to the library annually, by rift or purchase,
riizn
.






The Library Bureau Order oardfl a^e used and a book oosn-
r.ittee of the professors r.ahes out tha lists of booXs desired.
ACCESSION,




The classification is on tha general plan 0.1? the Dewey
system, but vary much modified by tha present librarian,
Hr. Gates,
The outline is as follows :-
General works





This class is subdivided according to the tun-
dreds in tha Dewey sys ten, the alphabetical arrange-
ment dominating the ehronological,
500 Apologetlce ' doctrinal, ecclesiastical,practical,
and ethical theology,
800 Sociology
Arranged according to Dewey ^00
700 Philology
According to Dewey, 400, with the exception
e










According to hew y--«joo
v. Pine arts
Adcording to Dewey—700
There are very few bookn In this libra-
ry in these last two classes. The letter is used
instead of the first figure of the number,
no. New testament and
120. Old Testament
Are treated exactly alike us to sub-heads,
forming a mnemonic feature,
320, ratr ; sties.
other denominations besides congregational
-
ista are arranged alphabetically as--
22 Al
22 A2
using the first two letters of the class
combined with the initial of the denomination.
'hurca history is arranged according to
the general scheme followed in the leotures
of the professor of that department..
The Swedish and Dane—Norwegian boo':s are





There is an author catalog on standard library bureau
cards, giving the call niir.bef, author, IItie, place, date,
volume, paging, size and accession numbs .
A subject catalog la being r.ade which gives call number,




The shelf list la on index sized cards and givet call




The charging ayeton has both book and boarrower 's cards.
The book cards ( sar.pl e 5 page.JW.) sre in toe books when
they are on the shelves, but 'Then they are out.the cards are
filed first by data and aeoond by call number. The none of
the borrower is used in place of a borrower's number,
nitre are fourteen little trays, in which the beck cards
are kept. These trays move po that the one for the latest
date is always in front.
The book card contains the number of the booh at the top,
and the name of the borrower and data of return below. The
position of the tray shows the date of issue.
The borrower's cards ( nee sample #5 paget££) are not
Standard size. They have the n me and address at the top
and the initials in the upper left-hand corner. There nre
columns for the number of the book, number of volumes, date
cf issue, date of return and fines. These are filed alpha-
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betloally whether they are in use or not.
A Blip is pasted In the ront of each circulating ore!:,
( Sample... page...) on whi h the date or issue is starp. d,
to se^ve tha borrower as a reminder or the date the book is
due
.
There is another tray in which are four compartment s #
1 ( For referenee books.
There is a fine of Fifteen Cents a
day if these are kept out after opening
hours in the morning.
? • Car 'is for overdue books.
Books may be retained two wee' s. (nar.pie.?
S, Por books drawn by the faculty or for any other
reason unlimited as to time.
4. For charges for unbound periodicals made on
temporary slips and filed alphabetically.
INVENTORY.
The library is closed each year In May. for a week just




Printed rul es are distributed to the students! Sample P.p.
'°
SPECIAL FEATURES.
The library has a binding book( Sample \ ?0) planned
by y.r. Gates, vhloh has proved very oonvenlent . Che binding
data, directions and fom are all on one side of a • sheet
and the sheet below h^s the same fcrr. with lines of perfora-
tions no that:- a carbon paper can be put between the two,

P.?
I the order written and the lower form sent to the binder, >/hi.ie
the original oopy is ke t as a permanent record,
when the professors i/ish any bo< ks reaerv >d for refer-
ence, they pase In the liat to the librarian on a printed forra
( nee Sample 8.. Page. £9.) and the bocks are r -served and
slips ( See sample. ,10 age.. £9.) are pasted Into the fronts
of the books over the recr-ilar circulating slips, to nark them





The library is a very well selected working library
and there are also several special collections. The oldest
is that on ^gyptolo^y. In .1875 Reverend B,M #Wllllaias present-
ed the library with a collection of works on this subject
alued at One Thousand and Five Hundred Dollars.
Among these some of the finest are
JjRosins , o ,P , Demcraaeler attr Aegypten and Aethl-or aen
Berlin.
v.i-p Topograph! e und architecture,









Labarde, Leon de and Linant, ifrflyage • de L*Arabte
Petr4e ' . I oris 1830 #ery fully illustrated.
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1 1 e en > 1 1 s , C c 1 iradue
Momunens gigyptleno "> v. 184?—45
PIacq ,victor
Rlnlvs and I» 'Assyrie •Paris 1867
The Gates alcove of Missionary Intelligence
,
founded by the present librarian 'a father, has an
endowment of .Five Thousand Dollars and. now contains
about Two thousand works in all lines ofwiselonary
Interest and comparative religions . This is a very
valuable collection, the income from the sndowment
beins sufficient to buy almost all desirable books
in the special subjects.
Ir.Pra-k W.Gunsaulus added tc the library
a fine collection of about two hundred boohs and
pamphlets on the rise of Congregationalism, espec-
ially 'on the time of the ntuarts. This collection
was made by I3r . Gunsaulus When he was writing; some
c f hi s hi s t c rl c ai wo rh a
.
The library contains a rttll set' of tho collec-
tions and prccee lings of the Massachusetts His-
torical Society which is especially valuable as
Concrec ionalism has been so intimately connected,




:r . Frederick Perry Nobis Ph.ft, the secretary
of the African Congress at the tine of the World*s





nd addresses givsn at that congress.
The library cf the Illinois society of church history
in at tlil a Bemlnarv* This aims to be a complete record of
ail Congregational interests in Illinois. It inm.ua s many
church rcanu 1% bochs by Con£regationalists , histories or
local church, ate, The society haa published one volume of
papers
.
In connection with the department Qf music thara are
standard works on music and hymnology and a collection of vo-
cal r.usio suitable Tor- church choruses,
The library is fortunate in having facsimile copies
of the three cre^t codices, Vatican, Sinai tic and Alexandrian
besides a few other Lass important ones.
Thara are also full sets of the ante and p°st Nlcene fat
ers in both the originals and the best translations.
A fine marble bust cf COlonal Hammond stands near the
door.
There is a marble medallion of Dante, a cast of the Re-
set ta stone, a few fine pictures and sor.e beautiful manu-
soripts, parchment roii§, etc.
The Congregational exhibit at the World's Pair, which
received t • prize for denominational exhibita^Includes pic-
tures of all the we11-known colleges in the eountry started
as
by this daflomlnatl.cn and it has been especially interested
in education since the founding of Harvard in 1636, these
pictures make no small collection. There are pictures of
well-known Congregatlonaliets, reports of the various benev-
olent societies of the denomination, and a chip of Plymouth

Rock under an exact copy of the canopy at Plymouth, besides
nany ether interesting r-\iics showing the growth and strength
of Congregational! r r . This erhibit forme fche nucleus of
mall but growing museuw of christian antiquities*
Professor r aruei Ives Curtlss has recently riven about
pc\:t Hundred coins, dating from the second century B.C. > tr.
the sixth century A,D, being Palestine, Jewieh.Herodian and
Roman coins . There were classified by Reverend Relah Mer-
rill, United ntates Consul at Jerusalem. Professor curtiss
also brought home sor.e antique xahps and images from the
Ho Ly Lan'' .
FERICJjIcat.s.
The library takes one Hundred and Ninety periodicals;
about seventy-five of these are donated* Ihere are fifty-
two missionary publications and the others are exegetical,
general, Berman. French and AssyriQlogical
.
STAFF.
fhe librarian is Mr,Herbert Wright Gates, a graduate of
Amherst | of this seminary and later a fellow of the seminary
in study both at hone and abroad. There is one assistant in








In 1856 the nucleus of the library was formed by
the gift of the.library of the Rev. Geo. W. Perkins,
valued at $500. Gifts of books and money from
other friends of the Seminary increased the collec-
tion until, in i860, it numbered 1200 volumes.
In 1875 Rev. E. M. Williams presented the Sem-
inary with a collection of works on Egyptology
valued at $1500.
In 1879 Col. C. G. Hammond donated to the
Seminary funds sufficient to enable them to erect
the present library building, the corner stone of
which was laid April 27th, 1882. This building,
called the Hammond Library in honor of its donor,
was completed and opened in December, 1883, at
a cost of 834.000. The building is fire-proof
throughout and has an ultimate capacity of about
50,000 volumes.
Endowment funds for the purchase of books
have been donated as follows:
Gyto. V\.XM«.\.\s, * vjn 6. \ e .trtK>.
John Blatchford Memorial Reference Library Fund Sio.ood.oo
Gates Alcove of Missionary Intelligence . . 5.000.00
Philo Carpenter Alcove Library Fund . . . 5,000.00
*E. S. Jones Alcove Library Fund .... 5.000.00
J. T. Hyde Alcove Library Fund 1,000.00
Chas. Walker Library Fund 1.000.00
*S. M. Moore Library Fund 3.000.00
Alumni Library Fund 1,000.00
E. M. Williams Library Fund 2,500.00
Patton Binding Fund 1.000.00
$34.500.00
When all of the above endowments become pro-HH.5'
ductive the library will have an income of about
$1,700.00 per year for the purchase of books and
periodicals.
Since 1865 when the first librarian was elected,
the position has been held by the following per-
sons : 1865-73, Prof. S. C. Bartlett, D. D. ; 1873-75,
Prof. Geo. N. Boardman, D. D.
; 1875-77, Prof.
Theodore W. Hopkins, A.M.
; 1877-81, Prof. Geo,
N. Boardman, D. D.
; 1881-95, Prof. S. I. Curtiss,
D. D. ; 1895-96, Prof. E. T. Harper, Ph. D. ;
1896-date, Herbert W. Gates, B. D.
(*Not productive at present.)
The growth of the library having called for more
attention than could be given by any professor in
addition to his other work, Mr. Gates, a graduate
and fellow of the Seminary, was elected librarian
in 1896 and has since given his entire time to this
work.
During the last two years the library has been
classified by subjects, an author catalogue has been
prepared, and work upon a subject catalogue be-
gun. During the same period the circulation of
books has increased at least fourfold, while the
use of the library for reference work has more
than doubled.
The library now contains nearly 19,000 volumes,
covering every branch of theological literature, to
which additions are constantly being made.
The missionary alcove contains over 1,500 vol-
umes, comprising works on the history of missions
and works descriptive of mission lands and peo-
ples, with their religions. Large additions are
being made to this department, which already
offers exceptional opportunities for special work
on this topic. Members of missionary societies, or
any who are interested in the subject, are cordially
invited to make use of this department.
A valuable collection of books and pamphlets,
illustrating the Rise of Congregationalism, the gift
of Rev. F. W. Gunsaulus, D.D., will be of value
to the student of this topic.
A Museum of Christian Antiquity has been
started in connection with the library. The Con-
gregational exhibit, which secured the highest
medal at the World's Columbian Exposition, forms
a valuable nucleus. It is hoped that this collection
may be enlarged to cover the field of the Church
Universal.
With all this growth in size and importance to
the Seminary and its friends, the Library is en-
tirely without endowment for administration pur-
poses. Its future development must depend upon
the provision that is made for such endowment.
Sixty thousand dollars is needed as an endowment
fund to provide the salaries and equipment neces-
sary for its proper administration.
z.
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Conditions under which this
book is drawn.
This is primarily a reference library for the use
of the faculty and students of the Chicago Theological
Seminary. The librarian always reserves the right to
call in any book loaned, whether due or Dot, if needed
for class reference work.
Unless so recalled, this book may be kept out
TWO WEEKS.
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5.
Conditions under which this
book is drawn.
This is primarily a reference library for the use
of the faculty and students of the Chicago Theological
Seminary. The librarian always reserves the right to
call in any book loaned, whether due or not. if needed
for class reference work.
Unless so recalled, this book may be kept out
TWO






The following book which is charged to you, is needed for





"This is primarily a reference library for the use of the faculty anil students of the Chicago Theo-
logical Seminary. The librarian always reserves the right to call In any book loaned, whether due or not,














The Library will be open each day during
term time, (except Sundays) from 9 A. M, to
12 M., and from 1 :30 to 5 P.M.; evenings, (with
the exception of Saturdays) from 7 to 10.
No book shall be taken out of the Library
without being charged at the desk.
Books of references, including Encyclopedias,
Dictionaries, standard Commentries, and such
works as may be specially reserved, may not be
drawn except as provided by Rule 4.
The last number of an3T periodical must not be
taken from the Library except that the last
number of a quarterly may be drawn one month
after its receipt.
Books drawn may be retained two weeks or,
in some cases, one month, except as provided
by Rule 5; two cents per day or fraction there-
of will be charged on all books kept over time.
Books may be renewed at the expiration of the
time for which they were drawn, unless appli-
cation has been made for them by another.
Reference works may be drawn only at the
close of Library hours in the evening, to be re-
turned by 9 A. M. of the next Library day*;
fifteen cents per day or fraction thereof will




Not to be taken from the Library
except as indicated below.
This hook may bo drawn at the close of library
hours in the evening, to be returned at the hour of
opening on the next library day. It was so drawn on
the day indicated below.
\o.
3
5. As this is primarily a Reference Library for
the use of the faculty and students of the Chi-
cago Theological Seminar}', the Librarian al-
ways reserves the right to call in any book loan-
ed, whether due or not, if needed for class ref-
erence work.
6. Books mutilated or defaced must be replaced or
their value paid.
7. Conversation in the Library should be avoided
as far as possible, and when absolutely neces-
sary should be carried on in low tones.
8. Any student who is in arrears for tines or oth-
er charges will forfeit the privileges of the Li-
brary until such arrearages shall have been
paid.
*Thc doors will be open t$ minutes before Library hours in
the morning for the convenience of students wishing to return
boohs before thejtrsl lecture.
Reference Work.
Not to be taken from the Library
except as indicated below.
This book may bo drawn at the close of library
hours in the evening, to be returned at the hour of
opening on the next library day. It was so drawn on







































































































The library of the Western Theological Seminary is on the
second floor cf the n*>in building, in a large room fclanr i
for the purpose.
There jire high windows along the west side and at the
scuta end of the room is a beautiful stained glass win-
dow with portraits of Bishops White and seabury in the class.
The card catalog is near the entra - oe and at the other
end beneath the large window is a reading table. The bchks
are arranged in floor oases and the^e is one locked oaoe
With 2la r-o doers fOT rare wrrhs.
POUNDI NG.
V/hen the seminary v;as founded in 1885 they were fortu-
nate in having money Instead of books given for the library,
so that with seven Thousand Dollars to start on, they bought




There is no endowment or appropriation, so nothing certain





No definite statement can be made ; ?s to increase.
(ST rrrt
>j.L <i'j .
The library now numbers about Four Thousand volumes*
ORDER.
The new bec^s are chosen by the professors and there is
nc elaborate order system.

ACCESSION.
*he A. I*. A. standard accession book is used.
CLASSIFICATION.




An author catalos ii being Rftria on •tanAopd size cards,
which rivee author, title, date, binding, ptgeq wl source,
I t is in a Library Bureau ease,
SHflLF LIST,
An old author oard catalog baa been ootiwted into a
shelf list tc serve till a new one nan be made.
CHARGING SYSTEM
.
Boohs are charged by writing the name of the borrower,
date of lasue and title of the hoc- on a Blip of paper
which is dropped into a box prepared for the purpose.
These
are filed by borrower's nane. «t»M the booh is returned
anoth
er slip stating tiie fact is wttt in the box and the li-
brarian destroys the first slip.
IirBNTO! Y.
Boohs are all called in nice a year, in ray, and an in-
ventory tafcen,
RULES.
The library is open oil the time. There is free access
• to the shelves and much of the time no attendant Is there.
Any booh but the reference and rare boohs may be taken fron
the room and yet not more than fifteen Dollars worth of
boofcs
have been lest in fifteen years. Boohs may be kept out four

upon th<°! practical closing or Jubilee College at Robin *s
Nest, Illinois, the seminary library received as a permanent
Loan about Nine Hundred vclur.ee, or all for which they cared,
of the College library.
This college was fcunded by Biahop Chase and the bcrhs
were given to him in Engl* id sixty years ago . There are sons
fine old ones. For example
Baronius ' Annals,13vf Venice, 1758,





Blach letter edition of St,Thomas Bouinus , on the Epis-
tles of St . Paul, 1495
.
Among other rarities are the Standard Prayer Book
edition of 189??, one of the first fifty publish d.
The prayer hoc': of the Confederate States of America,
Richmond, 1863, Of course, the only Change in this is
that Confederate States are supplemented for United States.
ths t
hut it is both interesting and curious to observe that in
southern town In that year when every type-setter and proof
reader would have been expected to notice it, the prayer
to be used by the navy at sea, crept in unaltered, so
a
that if the2r had had much chance to ftfc©ysuchAprayer any
way. they would have prayed for strength to uphold the
United States of America,
The marquis of
The Roman breviary of Bute, BlacXwood. 1879. This is suite
a recent boo'-: but already very rare.
There is a special liturgical collection which is ouite
_
complete and very valuable. Among these is the Codex |

K7
llturglous Assemanus, Ror.e, 1762.
PERIODICALS.
The library has from fifteen to twenty'1 periodicals, In-




RcTersnrt Francis J.Hall, a professor in the sem-
inary, is the librarian and is much Interested In the new cat-
alog and classification but as he must dc it all himself
and has his duties conneeted with hit professorship bedide, the
wcrK of course goes very slowly.

IVA80EMCAL LUTHERAN THEOLOi 7.0 M, SEMINARY.
BUILDING.
The library'" of the Evangelical Lutheran seminary is in
room on the fourth floor of the seminary building,
There are wall and floor oases, a table for readers and
sail table for the attendant, The card catalog ease
stands at the end of the reading table.
POUKDIHO.
T}ie library was founded about seven years ago oft gifts,
individual and^hrom the churches of that denomination*
FUNDS.
There is no regular fund but the seminary had made
an arrangement with a publishing house, by which it is given
an a^ent *s I e oeutase for all books sold through the semi-
nary .
UTCPJiASE,
By this percentage system they secure about two hundred
new boohs a year.
sxra.
There wJW^ln January 1900, Pour Thousand Three Hundred
Nine b^ohs iccessioned.
ORDER.
The profe«»ors make out the lists of books desired,
wo regular order blanks are used,
accissioi.
The A . L . A . . Standard accession booh is used,
CIiASSIPXOAflOV.
The books are classified according to an outline of
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a all theological natter, In v.- .uuvt three of n " Topological
Encyclopedia'1 IR91, by Professor : sPlVeidner 1 . ' . L .1 J . of
the seminary.








Under thene heads the arrang^r.en t is encyclopaedic.






The catalog is by authors on standard sieedcarde, in a
Library bureau case. It gives full author*© nar.e, title and
imprint
.
SHELF LIST. There is no shelf list.
8HARGI KG BYSTKM.
The charging system is in a blank book arranged al-
phabetically v;ith a page "foe each student, giving student 's
name, date of issue, nans of book and 'late of return.
INVENTORY . The inventory is taken about once a year by checking
the accession booK,
RULES,
The library is Open all the tine. There is not always
an attendant there but students ar^ allowed to take books
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and chnrge them v. the blank book. When the books are returned
they are left on the table and the librarian dischargee then
and returns then to 4 he shelves.
The T«m© is that boohs ra ty be kept two weeks, but this
is n<" t strictly followed as there are only thirty**three
students and as the library is in the building in Which they
live, so that the boohs can be easily called in, It is used
more •m s a reference library than a lending library.
GOIiLICTXOIS,
The books form a well selected wc-rhing library. There
are a few rare old books. The .finest is the Magdeburg Cen-
turies, Basle,1^60—1574, ^iret edition, five voliir.es. Mo
publisher is named.
There are some old Lutheran theologians of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries represented. The finest of these
is n yolune ""^heoiogia didactica Poienioa", by Quenstedt,
"
"ittenberr
t 169$, publisher not given.
There nre alQO seme old bibles, church histories, etc,
but nothing very rare
PERIODICALS
.
There is a reading room in the baser.ent of the seminary
building where there are -'(bout one hundred periodicals
,
many of then exchanged for the Seminary re cor 1 , their ovm
publication. Kost of these are religious, denominational and
Missionary
.
The North American Pi*vie«/, The Review of Reviews, Scrib-
ners *
,
Literary Digest, Chicago daily papers
,
etc., are paid





rrof^^pnr P.W.Hi PradaTloK of the seminary Is the libra-
rian! and Mr.K .0 .ilttoralm, assistant librarian t Thara are
two student a aistants Wlw | Lve about six hours each, a week,
cr as nuoh tine as is necessary to Xeep the bo^ks in OTder.
Professor Frederick has general OTeraight # but as he has
his regular 'uties connected with his professorship baslds,






















GERMAN LUTHERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
fhn library of tn« s«r.in*vry cf tlie German Lutheran
cnuroh in Chicago contains about Tec Thousand Three Hundred
volur.es
. It in r.nde Up from the .libraries Of Sight or nore
deceased olergyn^n.
Professor J #D.Le*enngham cf that seminary described it
is good worsting library, but too mall to need any catalog or
classification
.
It was impossible to gather any further data.

GARKETT BIBT.IOAL INSTITUTE
Note, none points in t ie following description of the Garrett
Biblical Institute are incomplete, as the final data oau
toe late to be Inserted, k.B,
BUILDING.
Garrett Biblical Institute is a handsome, r.cn^rn, pad bri v
building. Pile Library is on the first floor and consists of
three rocns
, ( ?lan page . 43 ) The entrance is into a large
mull) room where the beelcs ^re Kept
.
There are floor and vail cas -a, and pictures and busts
above these, naming a very attractive roon. The loan desk
is right opposite the door as one outers, and off to the left
is the large administration tab ie, where accessioaing and cat-
aloging ar^dcne.
On the right is the reading room, ivhere are the card
catalog case, a long ^e;adlng table, ind a case for current
periodicals
.
$ Behind the reading roon, and on the sane side of the
main library room, is a smaller one '7he""e rare boovp and the
Keering—Tac-:so 1; Wesleyana collection are Kept.
POUNDING
. The library was started by gifts.
PUNPn.
The only regular fund is an alur.ui fund <;hioh yields
abcut Four Huadred Dollars a year, Beside* this the regis-
tration feef of the etndentl add about One Hundred and Fifty
Dollars, r.ahing in all about five Hundred and Fifty Dollars




Pvcrc Tare-; Hundred and Fifty to Pour Hundred volumes
are purchased annually.
niZE. The present Bine of the library is Twelve Thousand and
Three Hundred volume .
OPT^P,
.
The pTOfesters send in suggestions .for new becks, and
there is no special system about the ordering.
ACOSSSIOV, The condensed (Library bureau) accession bccK is used.
0LASSIFI (7ATION
,
The classification is atpllabe tical a cording to a "•ib-
lioal encyclopedia.
CATALOG.
A new oard catalog is being nade. It il a very minute
dictionary catalog, by author, title, subject, and sometimes
catch word, ftlltion, place, date, nurbev of volumes, and
accession number are given as Imprint
.
SHELF LIST. There is no shelf list.
(JHARdlWO 3Y8T15M,
The charging system is on car<ls. Tliere are printed ca LI
Blips ( Sample 81i 49 ) which are filed a1*)habe t i o a .1 1y by
authors as '">ook-c , -rS, s and the borrowers cards f^e made from
standard catalog oards. ( Sample 22 \ . 49. )
t rinted forms are used as call slips in the reading room.
( Sample ?3 . p. &a )
RHUS
.
Books may be drawn for three veeXa and renewed Cot the sam
length of time.
The^e is a printed form for overdue notices, (Sampled . p Pp )
I
OOLIilCnONS,
The Deering: Jackson collection o-r Weslsyana, was begun
by a Mr.Jaokson of Bngland, and was bought from him by
Mr.Deering whose nama is so wall known in connection with
the world—renowned reaper Mr .Deering presented the collection
to the institute and has since then continually added tc it.
He is alwayq ready to buy any interesting piece of Weslsyana
of which he nay hear or vhloh the Institute nay call to his
attention
.
Tv e collection consists of books, pamphlets, bust?',
pictures, medallions and in fact anything -/hieh may be of
interest as having any connection ^n.Va the life of the great
founder of the Methodist church.
One of the very interesting books is The Life and limes
of Reverend John v/esl ;y, Loii Ion, 1870 by 'Reverend Luke Tyer-
rian . • There we^e originally only two volumes- but these have
been taken apart and interleaved with many fine photographs
illustrating the life and tines of the great preacher, and
the boo'; is rebound in th^ee very beautiful vol vies.




chronologically, beginning with a Manuscript copy of 1758,
and coning down almost to the present,
ah the pamphlet tg end writings of Wesley which oo id
be found , are collected and carefully arrangedj and form a
very complete history of the first struggles and controver-
sies of the Methodist church, for partiality is not shown
and the attacks upon Wesley and his beliefs are almost as well
represented as his own side of the question. !'anr of these
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old pamphlets are very amusinc to our lMmeteenth century
ideas, for the attacks rrom either aide ars In no gentle
Language
.
There is a copy of the minutes of the annual meeting
of the Methodist ' Episcopal church in £ r*.e~ioa, Philadelphia,
1803. This whs probably the first published report of
a g^ner- i official gathering of that church in thla country.
The General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal church
in America was net formed till 18!?.
Another especially interesting book Is a .pom of dis-
cipline for the ministers, preacheri and members of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in AraerloSi 1784, printed in
leu York 1789
The Disciplines cf the church are the rules formulated
at each general conference for the government of the church,
hut they were evidently begun before there was any general
conference in America. This discipline of .1784 was in all
probability the first one issued in this country and from
that tints flown, the library of Garrett 'violloal Institute




The library has the best theological magazines
besides scr.e of the general literary reviews*
ST a pp. Mr.Earing, S student in the institute, is the acting








AUTHOR. TITLE. SHELF NO.
Evanston Residence
Date i8g







E vanston, III., 1 89
Mr.
You are charged on our records with the
following books which are over-due:
Please return them at once.
.4m'/ Librarian.
Extract from the Rules of the Library
.
RULE 6. No book is to remain oul more lhan
ihree weeks; pamphlets and periodicals one
week. A fine of one cent ($ .01 ) will be charged










The Virginia library is far more beautiful thin the li-
brary building of any other theolcgioal seminary in Chicago.
' It was given by MT« . Nettie fowler MoConnick and. nar.ed in honey
of her daughter, Uiss Virginia MoGOTraiok-.
The corner stone Has laid in 1894 and the building ded-
icated, in 1896. Shipley Rutan and Coolidge of Chicago, were
the architects. The design, purely Urealart in type, is tahen
frcr. the ^reotheun, a temple tc Minerva at Athens . It is
One Hundred and. forty feet long by Fifty feet deep, and is
built of srxc th-faced blue .Bedford lljaestone. The central
?">ortion is two stories, and the lags one stor: r in height.
The entrance on the east side is a beautiful portico
supported by four Ionic pillars, each one single stone as high
trie two storier.
The large windows, each a single jane of plate glass, are
narrower at the top than bettor in true Grecian style.
One enters a beautiful haJliwhjfeoh has a Kosaic floor.
Opposite the entrance, on the wee t side . are the stairn which
lead to the one large trustees* room on the second floor.
At the right is the reading rorr4
,
occupying the whole
north wing of the building. The ceiling of this roor: has per-
haps r.cre decoration , than any other one part of the building.
It is very beautiful and rich in its coloring of faun color,
blue
,
green and gold, it was said that Thirty Dollars worth




At the end or this recn Is a beautiful fira-plaee. There
are o'^^r each aide of thli for periodical s an l newspapers,
and around the walla beneath the windows are the shelves for
the reference books. In the oeutrs cr tn
'3 rc - r lfl 8 v *T
-
r finG
relief nap of Palestine about Ian by /vur feet in size, issued
by the Palestine Exploration -fund in 1894 , There are ions
tables for renders.
On the left of the rain hall as one enters, are the; loan
d administration mot', ?»nd stacX, the latter reeupying the
entire south wins.
The interior finish is dark oak except the loan desk:
and catalog oases and woodwork innedlately surrounding
,
whie : are r.afio^ony
.
The building has b capacity of fifty thousand voIUkob .
POtfVDIVQ HHP HISTORY.
The library j.ay bo said to date frorc the founding of the
seminary in 18»»0. Prior to the opening of this new building
the library was housed in a dark, unattractive vr.r.n In Swing
ball, the eldest seminary building*,
FJTJDC.
There is no regular endowr.ent , and no stated fund for
support, but Mrs . MeComlek is very generous in her interest
and aid , and has given much for both books and administration.
INCRIAC1 IWHUM.
As there is no fixed income there can be no general state
Be it of the increase per year.

niz^.. Th<» present sij:a is about twenty thousand volumes.
OWLISH
.
There is no regular o-r^er oyster: of rderlng. The pro-




The accession book is a rul d blanK boolc, hut the items




The olassi flea tion is modified from the rrinoeton
theological seminary catalog, according to suggestions from
the professors* t t is a fixed location arranged on the oa-
sis of Two Hundred Thousand volumes,
The five main heads ars:«-
A . Blb 1 i ograpl iy
B . Theology
. Philosophy, political economy, science, fine
arts, useful arts,
d. Biography | geography , travel and history.
B. Philology and belles-let tree.
These are subdivided by subject, not alphabetically ar-
ranged. Under B are the different versions of the J3ibie taken
up under Versions of the whole Tibia, of the Old Testament an/ 1
rf the Has Testament.





There are an author and a subject card catalog on stand-
ard slsed cards, which are placed in handsome eases e^ioh side
of the loan des': one for tha subject and one Tor the author
catalog « The tTays can he ftrawn ei ther way so that both
staff and borrowers nay easily use the same catalog,
The author catalog, on Library bureau ruled cards,
gives author! title, all imprint but binding an^ source-,
and a vary full Indexing, or it might be called analyzing.
The subject catalog, ( Hee s'T.pl es ,?,5_29 p .f>?w;Ct . ) is di-
the
vided under the rive main heads, and under these sub-heads
are written on guides so that they stand up an'' can be easily
seen. The subject oatalog gives full imprint , and also full
ordering it ens.
TEXT CATALOG.
One very interesting future to any theological library
is the index to serr.cn texts. The boohs of the Bible are taken
up chronologically by boo&, chapter and verse, and after each
verse ore' given the call numbers of all boohs containing
sermons on that text. It is a very simile system and yet of
great Value to the students in their sermon writing, showing
how the various g^eat sermon writers have treated a given text.
SHSLF LIST
i
The subject catalog ferns the shelf list as the cards fol-




There ia a printed call slip, ( nee sample^Ci), 60 )
which it made out and presented and then Piled as a charge by
the name of the borrower,
Pour books ray be taken at a tine and kept twfi weeks.
When bcoXs ar-* overdue notice ( See sample 51.. ih>l)Ls sent
through the local post office in one cv the seminary buildings
There is no stated tisne for talcing inventory, but a re-
port of the nuiibers cf volumes in the library , and these
received during the year, is submitted to the trustees in Way.
Students q-r^ rnly on rare occasions admitted to the stock
but professors, of course have free access . Printed rules




The library is a general working and reference collection
Professor R«(7»Bleeell beoU.eethad his library on Old Bestanent
criticisr: and Exegesis to the seminary, and it if a valuable
addition.
There are also the set of TJarly Fathers in Latin and
Greek, vniued at over One Thousand Hollars. There a^e
One Hundred and ni xty One vr.lnr.es of the Greek Father and
Two Hundred -^nd Tv;enty-one r the h^tin Pathere.
The library has some fine old Bibles simong then the
nreeches »iible, famous for its peculiar rendering cf Genesis Z
There are also quite a collection of very interesting and
rare looklns books which the busy librarian has not yet been

• scon




About Forty—five periodicals are taken* These are on
Theology, philosophy and psychology and on general criticism
such as the ration and British TesKly.
riTAP1 ^. f riss JEeta B. Parker is th^ librarian and she has one assi















































































































XT be IDtrfltma libraryUbeclooical
Mr
Please return to the library, to-day, the book
, which












Accession J^umber Shelf J^umber







1. The Library and Reading-room
shall, on all secular days during term
time, be open from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.,
and on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
Evenings, from 7 to 9 P. M.
2. The Directors, Trustees, Faculty,
Graduates and Students shall alone be
entitled to take out books from the
Library. But, in special cases, the
Librarian may loan books to other per-
sons on the written order of a member of
the Faculty, specifying the particular
books.
3. Ministers of the Gospel, Students
of Theology, and other persons of pro-
fessional or literary standing, introduced
by a Director, Trustee or member of the
Faculty, may avail themselves of the
privileges of the Library, under the





Please return to the library, to-day, the book
, which




4. The use of tobacco, and all con-
versation and other conduct not con-
sistent with the quiet and orderly use of
the Library and Reading-room, is pro-
hibited.
5. No book shall be drawn without
being charged at the Librarian's desk.
Encyclopaedias, dictionaries, all other
works for reference placed in the Reading-
room, and such others as may be con-
sidered unsuitable for general circulation,
can be used only in the building. Any
person transgressing this rule will be
deprived of the privileges of the Library.
6. The shelves in the Reading-room
may be freely resorted to by the Students;
but books taken down for consultation
are in no case to be returned to the
shelves by the users.
7. Persons authorized to take put
books shall not lend any book or books
borrowed from the Library to any other
person.
3
8. Books properly drawn upon the
blanks furnished by the Library may be
retained two weeks, and renewed, upon
application, at the discretion of the
Librarian. No student may have in use
at one time more than four volumes.
9. Anyone retaining a book beyond
the specified time shall pay for each day
in excess thereof a fine of two cents.
10. No pencil or other mark shall be
made upon any book belonging to the
Library, and all injuries to books beyond
reasonable wear, and all losses, shall
promptly be made good to the satisfaction
of the Librarian.
11. The Directors, Trustees and mem-
bers of the Faculty shall have access to
the Library at all times; and the Li-
brarian, at the request of any of them,
shall require any book in the hands of a
student to be returned immediately to
the Library.
12. At the close of each academic
year all books, by whomsoever borrowed,
LIBRARY REGULATIONS.
1. The Library and Reading-room
shall, on all secular days during term
time, be open from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.,
and on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
Evenings, from 7 to 9 P. M.
2. The Directors, Trustees, Faculty,
Graduates and Students shall alone be
entitled to take out books from the
Library. But, in special cases, the
Librarian may loan books to other per-
sons on the written order of a member of
the Faculty, specifying the particular
books.
3. Ministers of the Gospel, Students
of Theology, and other persons of pro-
fessional or literary standing, introduced
by a Director, Trustee or member of the
Faculty, may avail themselves of the
privileges of the Library, under the





Please return to the library, to-day, the book
,
which
you have had beyond the time limit, as per paragraph eight
of Library Regulations.
Librarian.
shall be punctually returned. No diploma
or certificate of dismission will be given
to any student until all books drawn by
him have been returned to the Library.
13. Failure to comply with these or
other regulations of the Library which
may be made will subject a student to
loss of Library privileges for such length
of time as the Librarian shall deem
proper.
BY ORDER OF FACULTY.









The tine spent i visiting these libraries has been
more than repaid in the pleasure and print gained from then. It
has been an education tc Learn Of the old. and rare books and
of the different methods of administration* Each library is very
different frosj the others and has its own advantages hut eaoh
v:ell deserves studjr,
leaving out the German Lutheran, "c sc little was Learned
about that, there are several points to note ar.cng the other six.
Virginia library is rich In Its beautiful building, so admir-
ably planned for that fype of library . Kamnond is the only li-
brary which knows exactly upon what funds to count eaoh year
and Hamend has nothing for administration. It hat acre new
bofcka a year than any og the o there, but in this connection we
r.ust remember that the students at Haskell have all the great
University library at their disposal, and at Bvanstoni the
Northwest rn library, though not nearly so large, is very con-
venient. All but the Virginian library rise the A. J.. A. standard
or the Condensed secession beck and at Virginia, without know-
ing of the existence of such e book, very similar headings were
r.ade in a blank book, as another proof of the advisability of
those subjects being recorded*
Tic libraries but that at Western Theological seminary use
the Dewey Decimal classification without .modifications). As
this seer.s to joint the fact that the Devey classification is
not adequate for a special theological library, it would be in-
teresting to see the Cutter expansive classification applied to
one of the libraries, since religion is said to-be especially well

worked ct: t in that . it would seen practical to use the seventh
scheme for religion and use one of the smaller for all books
on other ri bje< te in the library.
It i»3 unfortunate that three of the libraries have no sub-
ject catalogs at all, but Hannond is na'ing one, Virginia h b
a very good one, and a very eareful indexing in the author cat-
alog and Barrett has a couplet ) dictionary catalog in preparation.
Each library Has sone valuable rare bo^ke, and each l&&es
a good many periodicals. Of course, many are duplicates, butjriany
must be unique. In this d^y of inter*llbrary loans* and just
after that great Eounenioni council, when ••1.1 the denominations
of the Christiar World united to study BUseione, would it not
seen fitting if these °ix seminaries could help each other in
sending to all othe s, lists of their periodicals and rare books,
that students in one seminary might enjoy the advantage of the
libr-r ies of all?
If the tine neve -1" cor.es when we shall have one great
international classification, nay it not cone when libraries of
one kind in a given cotmuni ty will unite, so that each nay
increase the usefulness of all the others?
" Jie who endows a library does nore for civilization
than a great preacher, for he inspires thousands of preachers.
Tie should have his name s^t on high as those who built the old
cathedrals . T\ose preserved the Holy word. These preserves
records and incentives not only to religion, but also to learning^
civilisation* science, peace among nations, and. study of the se-
crets of earth and heaven.
I.'." as President Elliot says," The library is the soul of

r,4
the university", surely it is as BUch the soul of the Theological
seminary, and one who wished advanced work in theology with the
advantages of many libraries at his disposal, could scarcely find
In this country a better place for study than Chicago.
\



